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PIIEFACE 

This study was conducted for the fust Is Directorate, U.S. firmy Air Mobil- 
ity ReseArch and [>ev«>1opneflt Laboratory by tamn Aerospace Corporation 
under Contract DAAJ02-74-C-0008.    The work was one of a series of tjsks 
on Elevated Tarijet Acquisition Systems defined by the Advanced Materials 
Concepts Agency of Anny Kateriel Connaiid. 

Kr. R. 0. Stanton was the Technical Reprr.sentative for USAAHRDL.    The 
progran dt Kaun was directed by Kr. L. H. KiNeill.    The air vehicle 
sizing work was done by dr. A. Plaks with assistance from l*r, R.  C. Keier. 
Stability and control analyses and studies of air vehicle trln were per- 
formed by Mr. W. E. Blackburn.    Mr, J. Steinback did the preliminary 
design work on We air vehicle and the qround station.    Kessers C. R. 
Akeley and D. R. Barnes designed the tether cables and calculated cable 
loads, 
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SfCTION I 

IMTROOUCTIOH 

I 

1.1    B<clr<}roii^d 

The need for, and the dej<raMlUy of, c)evated p)atfor»j for recon- 
naissance and surveillance work Is generally accepted by all. The 
first tethered observation platfonus appeircd during th* Cty<1 War and 
were supported by balloons. Von Karman is reported to have built and 
flown an electrically powered rotary lift device in 1918 to replace 
vulnerable barrage balloons, the f»rst successful tethered rotary-wing 
elevated platform was deployed from a submarine by the Germans during 
World War II.  It Mas an unpowered autogyro, controlled by a nan who 
doubled as observation and data processing system. 

Since World War II there have been several programs Involving develoo- 
ment of unmanned, tethered, rotary-wing platforns. The first known 
design and analysis effort In the United States was performed by Kaman 
in 1953-54 and resulted in a preliminary design of an electrically 
powered iynchropter supporting a 2000-foot vertical wire transmitting 
antenna for CVTAC.- The first successful tethered, electrically powered, 
rotary-wing vehicle was flown by Kaman at Blocwtield. Connecticut, in 
1958, and the only »POW»I operational systea e«ploying a tethered rotary- 
wing vehicle was devrlooed by the General Electric Company and Kaman for 
the U.S. Kavy »n 1963-65. A brief summary of these and other prograns 
on unwnned. tethered, rotdry-wing platforns is given in Section 2. 

The utilization of a tctherropter for a given military nission nwst be 
based on an evaluation of the unique benefits as well as the costs. A 
tethered, automatically controlled, rotary-wing elevated platform can 
provide; 

Erection and retrieval of tne platform by automatic seans 
with small, mobile facilities without expendables, e.g., jato 
bottles. 

Station keeping at little or no expense without a navigation 
systcn or auxiliary propulsion system. 

Loog endurance at no expense to air vehicle site, weight and 
power. 

All-weather operation of the platform without special equipment. 

Klghllrae and daytime operation of the platform without special 
equi patent. 

• Early name for developnental Loran-C. 



If the platform is unmnrwd, additional benefits are: 

Peduction in Air vehicle size, Height and costs. 

Increase In air vehicle reliability. 

Increase in endurance without rejsrd to nmrt's (aviator's) limits. 

Utilization of the elevated platform in hiqh risk situations. 

These supplemental benefits are generally accepted for all ufwwnned 
RPV's. 

1.2   Objectives of the Study Progrjin 

The primary objectives of the study reported on here were to: 

Establish the feasibility of an unmanned, tethered, rotary- 
Ming platform for specified missions, and 

Define the hest technical approach to implenenting the 
aerial platform. 

Define the essential characteristics of a ground control 
station. 

The primary missions studied were; 

Sunfeillancc of the forward area to detect low-flying air- 
craft and noving ground targets. 

Location, trackiivg. and laser designation of largets. 

Location of enemy artillery and rocket launchers. 

Other missions of interest were; 

indirect fire control 

Electronic cocntermeasures 

ELINT or electronic support measures 

Conminicatlon relay 

HPV control 

_i 



Characteristics of the telhered platforms best for each nUsion listed 
ray vary over an cdpreclable range.    The general  epproach to the study 
prtHjrdm involved first « search for the one baseline configuration best 
able to fulfill a composite mission specification and a general set of 
operational requirenenls, and second, a study of the impact en the 
baseline system of variations in thd baseline specifications. 

1.3 System Requ1rfflnents 

The composite requirements for baseline system investigations are 
listed in Tables I,  II, and III,    The variations in perforrance re- 
quirements to be considered are also listed in Table I. 

1.4 Study Program Plan 

To define the best baseline system for the stated requirments, tho 
most pronislmj alternatives for conponents and subsystems were defined, 
the performance and conponent characteristics were estimated, and various 
combinations of components and alternative systems vere evaluated. 
The critical technical issues were: the configuration of tho lift sys- 
ten, the drive system, the De«ns for achieving long endurance, attitude 
control and stabilization, and the position control syste«. 

The basic question of system feasibility was assessed by evaluatinu 
answers to the-foilowing questions; 

1. Does the expected or estimated performance meat the 
stated or desired requirements? 

2. Are the selected component and subsysteo designs within 
the existing or projected state of the art? 

3. Is the system complexity consistent with the expected 
deployment and operation? 

A.    Are the logistic support requirements reasonable? 

The work was planned and executed in three basic tasks as defined in 
Table IV. The results presented herein generally follow the tasks out- 
lined. 



IAK.E  1. AIR VFHICLE PERFOHJIANCE REQUIREKFHTS 

Pajload 

Size: 

Power For Payload: 

AltHiide Above Terrain: 

Atmosphere at Platform 
AUitude: 

Endurance: 

Rate of C1imb/Ooscent 
IAverage): 

Steady Winds: 

Gusts: 

Critical Gusts: 

Baseline    Oe-slgn 

Zfl- x ZA" x 16" 

2Q0 lb 

3 KVA 

1000 ft 

40O0 ft. 95^ 

16 hr 

500 ft/min. 

SO kn 

10 kn 

35 kn 

Variations 

18- x  18" x 12" 
30" x 30" x 20" 

1&0, 300 lb 

500, 20O0 ft 

6000 ft. 9SflF 

B, 23 hr 

250, 10O0 ft/ 
nin. 

35 kn 

50 kn 

TASLF 11.    STABILHY A^ CO?fTROL REOUTItniO^  tnTWi nR.irrTTVFS\ 

Transient Response to Gusts: 

+ 2 Degrees Haximm Variation in Pitch. Roll, Yaw Attitvde 

* 7 Degrees/Second Maximal Variation in Pitch. Roll. Yaw 
Rate 

Heading Control: 

Omnidirectional 

Station Keeping In 50 knot winds: 

Horizontal Displacement frora Tether Point; _ 25 Meters 

 Altitude Variation; t SO Ft  



TABLE III. SUWWRr OF SYSTEM DFSIGN CONSlPrMTlQNS 

1. Low IR, ndar and noise signatures 

2. Vibration levels for the sensor package Of not more than .2 g's 
»t frequencies of 2 to 5 Hz >ind a velocity of 2.5 in./sec above 5 Hz 

3. Two 75-0^ coaxial cables in the tether for data link to ground 
control itatiori. 

4. Transportability to enable easy ground movement by conventional 
Army ground vehicles. 

5. Minimm tine and skill required for naintenance, set up, pre-launch 
checkout and disasscnblv tar transport with Dinimm special equip- 
ment. 

6. Ability to save the total aerial platform and/or sensor package 
in the event of a power-off landing. 

7. Low downwash velocities to minimize danger to operators and GCS. 

B.   Haximize the numbe'- of launch and retrievals without malfunction. 

9.   Hintmnvoperator skill required-during launcti, cprratiw^and~re- 
trieval. 

10. Minimize the hazards dwe to lightning strikes. 

11. Capable of operating out of sight of GCS to enable operation in 
fog and overcast conditions. 

12. Control and stability shall be such that the vehicle can be re- 
turned to a stable condition after disturbance by a gust of cri- 
tical gust speed as specified in Table 1. 

ri . 
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TAaL£ IV. STUDY TASKS 

Task I - Baseline System Pcslgn & Analysis 

1.1 Review Systpo aw}uirp»ents 

■ 
1.2 Review Tethered Platforms 

• f 
1.3 Analysis of Lift Systeas 

• 
1.4 

1.S 

AnalyiU of Power Systems 

Analysis of Stability & Control 

i 

1.6 Selection of Best Approach 

1.7 Preliminary Design of Baseline System 

Task 11 - Analysis of Alternate Requirerents 

2.1 Payload SUe 4 Weight 
■ 

2.2 Endurance 

2.3 Cable Length 

2.« Rate of Climb and Descent 

2.5 Atmospheric Conditions 

2,6 Gusts 

f 2,7 

2,8 

H'mlsnx* Perfomance SyStew 

MaKlnnw Performance Systea 

• 

• Task 111 - Preliminary Design of  Ground Control Station 
• 

• 



SECTION 2 

REVIEW OF TETHERED PLATFORM PRQGWAHS 

Z,) SunnMrj' 

Several dtlempts have htcn made to develop a tethered platfora for mili- 
tary use.    Petrides (Reference 1)  traces SOT* of the early developments 
in foreign countries ana parly work by the Signal  Corps In this country. 
The efforts of significance are sirrarizcd in Tables V and VI.    Kaman 
Corporation's work  in tethered platfonts over the p«t 20 years  is 
described in Table VI. 

Figures 1 through i shoK some of the more interesting configurations 
and depict the wide rarnje of concepts that have tK'en considered. 
Kamsn's prior knowledge of these concepts led to che forrulation of a 
study plan for this contract which included all of the basic methods 
for generating lift, driving rotors, providing long endurance, and 
stabilizing the attitude and position of the aerial  vehicle.    The prot 
and cons of the basic configurations and uthods arc uresented In later 
sections.    The «ptasis here is on lessons learned and concepts demon- 
strated - 

In sut*;aryr it is clear that many concepts have been proposed for 
tethered platforms, but fe* platforms have actually been llown.    To our 
knowledge only iCaman's SVLF antenna support system reached operation*! 
status. 

Low disc loading rotors seem to have been the preferred reans for nenera- 
ting lift, and coaxial and synchropter configurations dominate.    Cyclic 
pitch was clearly tf*e preferred means for stabilizing and controlling 
the aerial platforms.    Electric power has donrinatfid as the neans for " 
providing long endurance, but Spacecraft  Inc.(SCF) and Dornier have 
done ji lot of work on pumped fuel systems. 

In addition to these general observations, the following significant 
points can be nade by reviewing past programs. 

I.    Lightweight induction motors can be fabricated and utilized to 
drive high inertia rotor systcfltt.    However, reliability and endurance 
of lightweight, high-speed, high voltage, induction motors have not 
b«en demonstrated due to lack of funds. 

?.    Pumping fuel  to an aircraft turbine was satisfactorily dcron- 
strated by Spacecraft, Inc. in this country in 1969 and by Dornier In 
Cenwry,    SCI's work at pumping pressures of 6500 psi may represent an 
upper limit of practicality and raay perhaps Indicate a limit for pimped 
fuel concepts to platform altitudes of 10.000 feet. 
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3. Attltudo sUblllty ind station keeping wfth simple tutoaiiitfc control 
systems utilizing cyclic pitch of fully articulated rotors »iave teen 
demonstrated by tlw Kiirran Cor|>;>rfltion and by Oomler. 

4. Highly automatic launchirvj and retricvinij of tethered plalfomi 
has l>ecn demonstrated by Kjmin Ccporation.    Manyal operation can be 
restricted to selectir.g the mayiittui winching speeds or the ir^xiniu-i cable 
tensions, 

5. On-statlor control of tothtred ylatfom^ has been demonstrated by 
Kamsn and Dorr e- with simple control concepts.    Karr.an has demonstrated 
remote posltt m control utfh'irtq cable angle scusinq, 

fr review of past prograrro also reveals that certain concepts have not 
been demonstrated satisfactorily.    Most important hire are (I) tdc use 
or" unconventional lift geiteratinq devices and {2) tne use of unconven- 
tional sieans for obtainirg stability and control.    These itms will he 
discussed further in sul^equent sections of the reuort.    This sutmary 
will be concluded with a brief review of the electric powered platform 
dev*lope<J by Tracy Tccknocraft and the D032K Keibitz platfom developed 
by Dornier fn Germiny. 

2.2   Tracy Tefcnocraft Tethered Platform 

The platform developed by Tracy Teknocraft tReference 1) represents the 
latest In a long series of electrically powered coaxial rotor tethtred 
platform efforts.    Eefovc reviewing the air vehicle.design, seme cofnnento 
seem appropriate on the state-of-the-art review presented by Perndes 
within his final report.    This report, dated September 1970, says "the 
most probable reason for t^e lack of a successful  flying machine to date 
may be attributed to the Insufficient effort applied by cnglneprs to 
the stability and control problem".    The first part of the statement is 
incorrect, since both Kanan and Domier had successfully flown tethered 

■platforms lonej b*fore 1970.   The second part of the statement is closer- 

to fact but it would be better to say that certain engineers chose the 
wrong sUbilHy and control concept rather than wy that they made an 
insufficient effort.    Petrldes' conclusion drawn about previous plat- 
form efforts was, "the job was underestimated".    This, of course, relates 
to the unsuccessful efforts.   Aviation history   is replete with instances 
of failure to recognize the unforgiving nature of the behavior of fly- 
ing rachines with marginal perfor- snee rid marolnal controllability. 
Tethered platforms present no new cnallt   je to engineering or to the 
aviation industry.    Therefore, there seems to be no valid reason for 
beating off in no* and unexplored directions in search of new concepts 
for g^n^ratin^ lift or controlling a lifting vehicle in space. 

The Teknocraft platform, shown in Figure 3, employs two 4-blnded, 
counter-rotating, coaxial  rotors driven by two electric motors.    The 
rotors have flexible hubs, but except for some differential collective 
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pitch control, they art  not uted to control the platform. An duxiliary 
fan dr<v?i oir acrosj moveable vane^ at the <»nd of a lono vertical Cuct 
to generate pitch and roll aonents for platform stability and control. 
A larg<» glmbaHed yoke transfers tether caMe loads to the vehicle's 
eg,, thus eliwlnatinc. or mlnlnijiny. opsettinj moments due to cable 
loads. With the limited control effectiveness of the duct vanes, this 
gimOalled ar-dnqement is probably necessary. However, it limits place- 
mpnt of payloads and Introduces some questions about retrelval and land- 
ing. 

Two aspects of the Teknocraft configuration and general approach should 
be Questioned. The first relates to stability and control.  In his own 
review of Nagler's COROTOR configuration, an ancester of his own device, 
Pelrides describes the difficulties In stability and control as follows: 
*No control was provided to the propeller which supports aost of the 
weight". But Petrides resorts to a set of vanes In a high velocity air- 
flow duel to obtain control. Except for heading control via differen- 
tial collective pitch, no attetapt is m^de to control attitude, stability 
or position in space by controlling the largest force available in tht 
system, nanely the lift vector. Secondly, Petrides' concern with weight 
savings appears to be unfounded. If  the tethered platform is to be 
employed in the battlefield area and operated by field personnel under 
field environment. It njst be rwgged, have long life, and have substan- 
tial perfonsance margins. The rotor and the rotor drive system raist be 
sited to produce excess lift and high cable tensions under all possible 
operating conditions. Precision control of rpas to control lift, and the 
use of streamlined cables to reduce cable tension will rcduco rolAbil- 
ity and life, and conplicate field op<retlDn3.  Increasing the horse- 
power, and rotor diameter if necessary, would ellmirvate the weight pro- 
blems of the systeo. 

2.3 Dornier Keibiu System 

Oornler in the Federal Republic of Germany has been working on a 
tethered platfom since 1965, ut111:1ng the basic reaction d-iven rotor 
system froa the one-oan D032E helicopter. Dornier demonstrated the 
feasibility of an automatically stabillied tethered platfom in ig6S 
and 1956. Fuel Is punwd from the ground to a turboshaft engine driv- 
ing a compressor. The cold (250'r) compressed air U ducted through 
a hollow leading-edge section of the rotor blade to tip nozzles. The 
experimental nodels had limited lift capability but all of the basic 
problems of attitude stabilization and position control have been 
solved. Prototypes of operational vehicles (See Figure <) are 
presently being readied for flight testing and will utilize an Allison 
?50-C?0 engine with a maximum rating of 400 hp at SL. Results of 
flight testing Indicate that platform stability is good, with attitude 
excursions less than 1° reported in gusty air. A fully articulated 
rotor with cyclic pitch control Is ercployed In the Keibitz. 
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SECTION 3 

MRIAL PLftTFORK S1Z1KC 

3.1    Hgthodology 

3.1.1 General Approach 

Physical characteristics of the aUcrnative aertal platforms were evalua- 
ted In the starch for the b€5t technical approach to meeting the perfor- 
nance require-ents. Rotor and fan dimeters, rotor horscponrtr, gross 
i^eignt, fuel flows, etc., wpre calculated for b number of lift syston 
and power system ccmrbinatiDns. Table VI.' lists tlte lift systems evalua- 
ted together with a prlrary candidate for drive and power systen. Table 
VIII lists tbe alternative power systpms considered. 

Aerial platform chardcterislics were calculated with the aid of a digital 
computer. Kathenatical models were fomulateiJ for aerial vehicle weight, 
tether cable loads, and horsepower requirements basest on statistical data, 
good design practice, and engineering projections. These models, and the 
iwsls for projections, are described in subsequent sections. Results 
obtained were correlated with previously published data or comprehensive 
computer models used at Kaman for helicopter design and perfommcc cal- 
culations! and gcod aareoment was obtained. Absolute accuracy of the 
models MJS not a criterion for their design; the objective was to gener- 
ate qjantitative data that could be used to compare candidate aerial 
platfoms. 

The comjuitdtlon process, as shown in Figure 5, was iterative with opera- 
tor interaction. A value for total installed horsepower was assined, 
cable loids and aerial vehicle gross weight were calculated, the rotor 
(or fan) was sized to tfie loads, and the required horsepower was calcu- 
lated. The calculated horsepower was compared to the valuo assumed aitd 
the cycle repeated as necessary. As indicated in Fitiure 5. air vehicle 
horsepower was calculated for the specified climb condition (50O ft/min) 
assuming no wind, and for station keeping in 50-knot winds. The in- 
stalled horsepower is the larger of the two values. 

3.1.2 Rotor/Fan Parameters 

The rotor and fan parameters utilized in the air vehicle sizing models 
are tabulated in Table IX. 
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TABLE VII.    LIFT SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

LIFT ROTOR 
SYSTEM DRIVE AW VEHICLE EKEGCY 
CONCEPT ROTOR SYSTEM POMCRPIJWT SOITRCE 

A Kaln/Tall Gearbox Gu Turbine TimpeA Fuel 

B Italn/Tall Gearbox Elcc Hocor Ground Pouer 

C Slnfilc Tip Hotxles Gas Turbine Pumped MICI 

D Coax Gearbox Gao Turbine runped Fuel 

E Synchroptcr Gearbox Caa Turbine Pinpcd Fuel 

F T«nd««i Goarbogc Gas Turbine Pumped Fuel 

G Autoeyre - Elcc Motortl) Ground Pwsr 

B Ducted F&ns Gearbox Elcc Motor Ground Fower 

I Multiple Fans Direct 
Drive 

Hultlple 
Motor 

Ground Power 

J Hain/Tall CeArtax CBE Turbloe Intcgrfl Fuel 

(1)    El« trtc notor drive for propeller 
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TABLE VIJI. POWER SYSTEH COHCEPTS 

PUKPEO RiEL SYSTEMS 

SYSTEH 
CONCEPT 

ROTOR/FAN 
DRIVE A/V POWER PLANT FUEL 

A         G«*rt>ox Gas Turbine JP-4/5 
B          Gearbox Gas Turbine Diesel 0(1 
C          Gearbox Gas Turbine Natural Gas 
D         Gearbox Rotary Engine Aviation Gas 
E         Gearbox Recip Engine Aviation Gas 
F          Up Nozzles (Cold) 

(Cold) 
G.T./Bleed Air JP-4/5 

G         Tip Nozzles G.T./Aux Camp JP-4/S 
H        Tip Nozzles (Hot ) G.T./Tip Burn JP-4/5 
1        Tip Jets Ram Jet JP-4/5 
J        Tip Jets Pulse Jet JP-4/5 
K         Jet Flap Gas Turbines JP-4/5 

ELECTRIC POUER SYSTEMS 

ROTOR/FA* GCS GENERATOR 
DRIVE POWES 1 PLANT       0R1V{ FUEL 

L         Gearbox Elec Hotor    Diesel Diesel nil 
M         Ge«rtK>x £le< Holor    Gas Turbine JP-4 
N         Gearbox Elec Hotor    Recip Engine Gasoline 

OTHER POWER SYSTEH CONCEPTS 

0 Fuel Carried In Air Vehicle 
Gearbox Rotor Drive 
Gas Turbine 

P Pumped Compressed Air 
CCS Conoooeftts: 

Gas Turbine 
Air Compressor 

Air Vehicle Coitponeftts: - 
Rotor Drive by Tip Kozzles 

 . 1 

\H 
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Figure 5,    Aerial System Sizing Process. 
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TfiflLE IK. ROTOR/FAN fWWtfTERS 

LIFT SYSTEHS 

DISC 
LOADING 
W. lb/ftz 

KAX BLADE 
LOADING 0 

BL. lb/ft2 

TIP SPEED 

"ftR, fps 

Conventional 4 74 600 
Coax/synchropter 4 74 600 
Tanilem 3.3 74 &00 
RMCtton driven rotor 4 74 600(1) 

Multiple fan 14 140 700 
Ducted fan 40 250 1050 

(1) Tip speed for rotors driven by ran and pulse jets was 750 fps. 

l—             ..     ,  - -       _   .  ,_   .._ 1 

A disc loading of < was selected for single lifting rotors and the coax/ 
synchroptcr configurations to obtain good lift/pomer effict«*ncy with- 
out excessive rotor diameters. For ttw tandeir, the average disc loading 
of 3.3 slwwi in Table IX results m a disc loading of  A at the aft rotor 
when the total load Is split 40/60 between fore and aft rotors. The 
disc loading and blade loading for the multiple fans were taken fror 
Rabenhorst's report (Reference 2) and the values for ducted fan were 
taken from General Dynamics report (Reference 3) on PECK. All rotor 
and fen diameters are sized by the total lift required in hover. 

i 

Rotor Dla  = 2 I Gross Weight ♦ Cable Height + Bottom Tension 

ir t    Disc Loading 

A rotor blade loading of 74 lb/ft2 was selected to avoid stall at 50 
Itnots, 4000 ft, 95:,F. At standard sea level conditions this corresponds 
to 91,6 lb/ft2 which is reasonable for NACA Z3012 airfoils with zero 
twist or NACA 0012 airfoils with -8° twist. A stall margin of approxi- 
mately 10 Itnots Mn be shown for both airfoils with the selected blade 
loading. 

Solidity, o t used in po*er calculations was computed frcm total lift 

1 : 
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Gross Wplght * Vertical C^ble Load 
a Blatfc LoVd'ing   X   Disc ftrta 

If the cociputed value of solidity resultpd In blade Aspect ratios riore 
than 20, the solidity was recomputed with blade chord set at 5 percent 
of rotor radius.    This criterion st»uld minimize structural design pro- 
blem with longt narrow rotor blades. 

The tip speeds, shown In Table IX,were selected to provide relatively 
quiet operation without unduly <cmprarising rotor and fan efficiency. 

3.1.3   Hover Performance Model 

The rotor or fan horsepower required to hover, out of ground effect, was 
computed frotn an empirical equation as a function of disc loading. 

WHP ■ O.M35    1   D1sc Loading   I      L1FT 

I Density Ratio   | 

This model  is shown in Figure 6 together with a curve fit of statistical 
data and a family of power curves computed from KAC HOVER BY STRIP pro- 
gran for various solidities and tip speeds.    The calculated data applies 
to conventioial single lifting rotor machines and NACA ?3(>12 .jirfoils. 
It contains the Golflstein correction factor for 4-bladed rotors and 
produces slightly optimistic results for 2-bUtfed rotors. 
In determining lift, L, blockage 1$ accounted for as: 

L ■ (H + T2) / ( 1 KB 
100 

) 

wtiene Kg Is the percentage lift los^ due to blocfcaqe. In this study ro 
llgnificcnt differences could be estimated for blockage between differ- 
ent configurations. Of the configurations investigated, the tandem 
helicopter was thought to have larger than "standard" blockage. However, 
Sikorsky, In the AVLABS HLH report, found the not vertical drag of 
the single and tandem configuratlofis (without external load) to be iden- 
tical (3.61). Thus, In this study, a constant value of 2% was used 
throughout in conjunction with the above equation. 

The total shaft drive horsepower required, or equivalent tip driven 
horsepower, for any air vehicle configuration was cooputed fron the 
following equation. 

K 
SKP = HRHP I 1 * 

100 
) 

HR 
4- HP ACC 

Hain rotor power requirements of the various lifting systems is account- 
ed for by the factor K. The mechanical efficiency n^ accounts for gear 
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losses and tall rotor power, if any.    HP^cc» accessory power, was esti- 
mated lo be 6 lip, independent of rotor configuration and drive system. 
Values for K are listed in Table X.    The various configurations were 
compared to the standard rotor.    Frcrt NACA IN 2318 test data, it aocears 
th^t coax rotors require about SX less poner than standard, probably be- 
cause the lower rotor recovers some energy In radial  flow In the wake 
of the upper rotor. 

For the synchropter, KAC test data also shows better hover perforrance 
for synchroptors over conventional designs probably due to ^tt.larger 
projected rotor area thar accounted for in perfomance calcuVBtlons. 
Therefore, a 5* power reduction was assifmed.    Tandem helicopters suffer 
en induced power increase over that of two similar single rotors due to 
rotor overlap.    The loss is about 8% for 331 overlap.    Tip driven rotors 
were all penalized by a 5t power increase because of the thicker airfoils 
these rotors must use.    Such «n Increase was also noted in DORMER'S 
tost data comparison.    Ducted propeller qains due to the shroud.    Fran 
General Dyfiamfc's "PEEK" study the hp reduction is 231t for the specified 
disc loading. 

Table X also lists power required for torque balance and gear losses. 
For the gear driven rotors, two gear mesh drives are assumed resulting 
in « 2% power loss, except the tandem suffers on extra IS due to extra 
bearings and turns.    Tall rotor power loss of 9% is achievable with any 
nedlua disc loadirr] rotor. 

3.1.4   Power Required to Climb 

The performance requirements called for an averaqe rate of clir* of 500 
ft/min or a tlM-ts-clli-b (to 1000 ft) of 2 minutes for the basellns 
systen.    For a fixed power level (SHP installed) the InsUntanacus 
rate of clin* will vary with altitude.    Calculations showed that the 
climb rate at 2/3 of final altitude was very close to the avcraq*; rate 
of climb.    This fact was used in the climb power calculations: 

(^^CLim B (tt^HOVER   *       L xR/C 

33,0QOxCc 

where Ct ' 1.2S is the climb factor from flight test data of cortei^ior- 
ary helicopters and L is the lift at 2/3 station altitude.    A bottoa 
tension of 100 lb was added to cable weight and air vehicle gross 
weight to get total lift. 

3.1.5    Power Required in 50-Ki»ot Winds 

The horsepower required for station keeping In 50-tnot winds was calcu- 
lated from the following equation. 
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TABLE X. PERFORftWCE PARAHETERS FOR ELTAS 
i 

Convent!oral 
Main and Tall 
Rotor Coax 

Synch- 
rop ter Tanden 

Ducted 
Prop 

Hultiple 
Fan 

Ra.ii and 
Pulse Oet 

Tip 
Nozzle 
Drives 

HOVER 

Torque Balance 
Power (ttflHP) 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Gear 
Loss    (1HRHP) 2 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 

Configuration 
Factor, K 

(tHRHP) 

Blockage Kg 

0 -5 -5 a -23 0 s s 

(SThrust) 3 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 

50 WWTS 

Torque Balance 
Power    (1HRHP) 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 -T ■ 

Gear 
Loss    (imip) 2 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 

K           (KMRKP) 0 1U 10 23 0 D 5 5 
Drag Coeff.f/H2/3 .1 .1 .15 f         .1 .15 .1 .1 

f 

1 

Propulsive Eff. 
nP 

.9 .9 .9 -9 
. ■9 

I 
.9 .9 ■ 

i 1 
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» 

MRMP m" m 
vr 

550nr 

) L 

JU_L 
550rp 

550 4 q 

K Is tfie configuration correction factor listed in Table X, F Is the hor- 
ixontal component of cable tension, f is the e<j<iiva1ent fuselage drag 
area, and np is the rotor propulsive efficiency. A nowinjl value of 
0.041 was used forffiW*)  representing power required for an untethered 

conventional helicopter rotor with solidity of 0.05 at SO knots. The K 
factor in the second tern In the equation accounts for rotor variations. 

Flgur- 7 shows values for tHRHP/l)* obtained from KAC'S basic ROTOR 
PERFORHANCE pro^ran. At the selected blade loadln? of 74 (8L/T • 91.6^ 
the calculated nominal value for the KACA ?3012 airfoil Is 0.036. The 
nonlnal value of 0.041 used In the 50-knot perfomince model Is. there- 
fore, conservative. 

Wind tunnel test data of NACA TN3236 lAuquSt 1954) reported a lot In- 
crease In power required for a coox as compared to a single main rotor 
configuration. The synchropter was similarly penalized. For tMs tande« 
configuration, a ?3S Increase in power was calculated for the 50 knots. 
This Is due to the induced pcwer increase assuKin? a 111  rotor overlap. 
All tip driven rotors were penalized by 5t, to account for tha Increased 
blade thickness. The K factors are listed in Table X. The effect of 
Increased tip bpecd Is also shown In Figure  7. Comparison is wade with 
xero twist blades at f« » 600 A 750 fps. Corves show a considerable 
power increase with increased tip speed. At the blade loadings used In 
the study, this 1ncr*ase Is i>W»iP/L • .01, which is somewhat more than 
the penalty assumed. Thus the power requirements calculated for the con- 
figurations with high tip soeed. such as the ra* jet and the pulse jet, 
may be optimistic at 50 knots. A check on the power adjustment term for 
solidity Is shown in Figure 8. Excellent agreement was obtained over a 
wide ratvge of blade loadings. 

3.1.6 Rotor Tip Thrust Requirements 

The rotor power required for tip driven concepts was determined using 
the procedures outlined in sections 3.).? through 3.1.5. The tip thrust 
required to develop this rotor power was calculated fro* the followiiv) 
rclalloosMp: 

Rotor Power 
Moxrle Thrvst (Each) i  

Tip Speed X Nuntoer of Blades 

X 
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Flow ratci wore determined fron the thrust level and nozzle velocity AS 
follows: 

TJirust 
Flow Rate ■ 

Noizle Velocity - Tip S|>ecd 

Nozzle Velacity - ,/2 X Ah X n 

Ah Is the isentrocic enthalpy drop through the nozzle, and 

Q is the nozzle efficiency. 

The isentropic enthalpy drop was calculated using the nozrle inlet 
pressure tcspcriture and the  jmbient (atmospheric) Lempersture. 

For the cold cycle systems and for the hot cycle system, the pressure 
ard temperature at the tip and the root were asswiH) equal. Little 
heat will he lost in the blados, and pressure loss in the blade due to 
friction will be offset by the centrifugal (Mrrping action of the blade. 
For the system with tip burning, it was asb ned that tire air from tlie 
blade passed through a burner, heating the air to required tenperatures 
before delivering it to the exhaust nozzle. 

The parameter used for tip drive performance calculations were; 

Tip Burner Ffficiency - 95? 
Tip Burner Pressure loss - lOt 
Exhaust Wozzle Efficiency - 95t 

3.1.7 Tether Cable Loads 

The load of the tether cable is a significant part of the total lift 
that nus* be generated by tlie aerial vehicle. For pumped fuel end for 
electric*!ly powered systems, the cable loads at 50 knots were found to 
vary over a range of values cijual to 50 to 10D t>ercent of aerial vehicle 
empty weight- Typical values of top and bottcn tensions arc listed In 
Figure 9, whkh Illustrates the cable deployment. The aerial platform 
must exert sufficient pull on the cablp to rviintain a spatial position 
within th? boundaries of tKe station-keeping specification at all Kind 
velocitlot up to £0 knots and also prevent th» lower portion of the 
cable fron fouling In the launch platfonn. 

Cable loads, angles, and spatial shapes were calculated by a digital 
conputer program previously rfeveloped by Kanan. For a selected cable 
design concept (either fuel lino or electrical cdble) the majnitude and 
direction of aerial vehicle pull required to meet the station keeping 
requirements was calculated over a wide ranqe of fuel flow and electric 
power values. This cable losd/wwcr relationship was utilized in the 
Iterative sizing process described above. 
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T2 0.2 - 0.3 LB /FT 

02    35 DEGREES 

Tl    0,1 - 0.2 LB /FT 

01    45  DEGREES 

Figure 9.   Tether Cable Deployment. 
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If a low disc loading rotor Is eooloyed 'n the aerial olatform, a 4tmple 
c^ble management concept an  be employed. Figure 10 illustrates the 
essential points. The ciilc load for any given station.keeping require- 
ment increases with wind velccity. Bat rotor lift at constant horse- 
power also increases with wind over a wide range and an excess ot lift 
exists up to sore limiting velocity beyond which the station-keeping con- 
ditions cannot be i«;t. Trre proper desitjn Is that rotor and that horse- 
power level that provides rapid erection, a tight cable during hover and 
transitional flow conditions, and sufficient cable pull to roeet the 
station-keeping requirenients at tlw specified rvwinm wind velocity. 
When the desired arount of cable is deployed, the winch should be locked 
and rotor power regulated within the air vehicle without attention from 
the ground. 

The aerial vehicle siting analysis calculated total horsepower rcQjire- 
nents for a climb coodition at zero wind and for station keeping at 1OO0 
ft In SO-knot winds. The sizing data presented applies to the higher 
horsepower condition, 

3.2 Pinyed Fuel Systems 

Aerial vehicle Sizing data was generated for six basic concepts employ- 
ing JP4/5 fuel pumped from the ground. These were: 

Conventional Helicopter 

Single aain and tail rotor with turtoshift/^earbox drive. 

Single Liftlig Rotor with Tip Drive by 
Ram Jet 
Pulse Jet 
Cold Air Cycle 
Cold Cycle with Tip Burning 
Hot Cycle 

Tlw analytical models used to calculate weight, drive systeo performance, 
cable loads, and fuel consunption are presented in Sections 3.2.1 
through 3.2.4) and the aerial platform data is presented In Sections 
3.2,5. Some additional concepts employing pvnped fuel are discussed 1r 
Section 3.2.6 and alternate fuels are dL-cussed In Section 3.2.7. 
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Figure 10.    Lifting Performance of Tethered RoUryWIng Vehicles. 



3.2.1    Aerial Vehicle U«?1«jht Models 

Table XI simartzes the weiqht rwdels used in ine study for pumped fuel 
systems. Itie weignt of the llfltng rotor tor ^ convpTtional system WJS 
computed *S a function of total blade area redjirod, A|j. 

'KR 2.C AJ-" 

The forrjjla  is based on irain and tail rotor data given In Pefcicence 1 
with adjustrants for tall  rotor weight.    The liftir;j rotor woiqtit 
equations for tip driven confiijurations  inclifde a n^lqht increase fdttor 
for tubing,  insulation, ami heavier structure. 

References 5 and 6 show a 20-percent weight increase for cold cycle tip 
nozzle driven rotors and a 3^-i>ercent increase for hot cycle driven 
rotors over shaft drwen teetering rotors. 

Tail   rotor weight for the ccivenliondl concept is a function of power 
reqjircd, P, and rain rotor tip speed,    flB 

TR = 25 

This eQuation is based on analysis of UH-1, IIH-2C weicjht d^Ut  and K'drrvin 
drone designs. 

Rotor drive weignt for the conventional tnam/Tail rotor .uarboxes, 
drive shafts, lubrication systems, and duxilidry drivt IKIKCS was calcu- 
lated as a function of lifting rotor torque, fl, in ft-lb. 

Wj) = 0.H2Q 0-72 

Several sources of trinsffiisslon weight data were examined aij shotffd good 
corroldtlon with t*i€ model. For tip driven concepts, a weight allowance 
equal to ?.3 percent of rotor lift WJS maJc to cover gearboxes for 
nechfinical yaw control and accessory drivts. Ddta from the Hughes )tV-9 
and tht Vertol study in Reference 5 support this allowance. 

The weight of a basic turboshaft engine was calculated as a  function of 
enqine rated 

Hpp = 4.6/ R0-63 

The equation was established fr",m the logarithmic curve fit of actual 
engine weights shown in Figure 11,    Far   cold cycle tip nozzle drive, an 
additional 40 percent weight WAS addpd to account for a senar^te shaft 
driven air coni|.ire&sor (as in the Oornter Kvitntz) or an auxiliary load 
compressor stags as  in iJilHams new W)-27 engine.  For hot cycle systems, 
A 16-percent weight rcfiuction is made to cover removal of the power tur- 
bine stage and outout shaft. 
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TABLE XI.    AIR VEHICLE COMPONENT WEIGHT MODELS 

■■ 

**— [PLWED NEL SYSTEMS) 

CONVENTIONS 
MAiri/TAii 

TIP DRIVEN SIWLE LIFTING ROTOR 
nHIn/IHIL 

ROTOR RW JET PULSE JET COLD CYCLE 
COUD CYClf/ 
TIP HURHI% HOT CYCLE 

HA:I: BOTCS 3.6 Ai"" (1.J)Z.6 AJ-22 
{I.ZS)2.6 Ag'" (1.2)2.6^-" (1,2)2.6 AJ'" ll.35)2.6 4'" 

TAIL WCR Z5 ?/&*) 0 0 0 0 0 

TOWEB PLANT 

.43 Q'72 .023 L .021 L .023 L                  .023 L 

(1.4)4,67 R,K:i.4)».67 8'" 

Ml I 

-  - 4.67 «•" .15 R .19 R (.85)^.67 R-" 

M 
M POWtR PIA.NT IHST. .15 R 10 10 .IS it .15 R .15 R 

DEL SV5TEH .M F .05F .09F .09 F .09 F .09 F 

AIRfRWE .13 M .13 U .13 W .13 W .13 M .13 V 

L.'.IIOING GEM .0? M .0? U .02 W -« W .02 M .02 W 

WECH. TLT. COMTROLS .0>S U .015 K .015 H .015 M .015 M .015 W 

1 
i^CS Z0.5».M15L».7L 20,$+.... Z0.5*.... Z0.5* .... 20.S* .... 23.5*  .... 

tLECTdlML 15 15 IS 15 15 15 

10 10 10 10 10 10 

W - VCMICLE GROSS WEIGHT (10). T - RESFP.'/E FbEL OK BOMO, L • MXI^W ROTOR LIFT AT ZERO UirO, 
(/IS)- ROTOR BLflCI TIP S?EEO. Ag - TOTAL SLAOE AfiEA (FT^}. P - POWER fi£QUIfl£0 0!I STATION (HP), Q - TOHQUC REtfJIRtO 

OK STATION (FT-LSS). R - E«3IK£ MTfC PCULR (HP) 
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Figure 11, Aircraft Engine Height Model 



Weight allowance fomjlae shewn \n Table XI for power plant installation, 
fuel syslen Mrdwans airfrare,  landing gear, and mechanical  flight con- 
trols werp naipd on Rxtrapolations of ddta on existing helicopters down 
to the low qross weight range of tf» urmanned tclhcrM platforms.    All 
pimped fuel  systems were sized with 15 rin-jtes of fuel while on station. 

The weight Of the A-Jtonutlc fllflht Control  System. AFCS, was computed 
as a function of lift, L. 

WAFCS ' ?0-5 * O-0015 L + 0.7L,J 

This equation is based on autopilot designs utilized by Kaman on previous 
Jrone prograns and includes allowances for attitude and cable angle 
sensors, AFCS electronics, cyclic pitch actuators, and AfCS power supply. 

The final entries In Table XI are the weight allowances assumed for air- 
borne electrical power generation and auxiliary equipaent. 

3.2.2 Rating of Power Plants 

The rated power of the engine, R, at sea level, standard atmospheric 
conditions required by the weight models was calculated using the follow- 
ing relationship: 

SHP 
R .   [ i , 2,08 (6 - 1) ] 

( 
where 6 6 pressure ratio at altitude 

and 6 ' temperature ratio. 

For the tip nozzle rotor systen-.s. the rotor horsepower was related to an 
equivalent turboshaft engine rating to deterrine the weights of th2 
engine and the installation allcwance. 

The eQiiivalent corpressor power required for a cold cycle rotor was 
calculated from the airflow relationships given in section 3,1.6. The 
results of these calculations are presented In Figure 12. The ratio of 
conpressor drive power to rotor drive is plotted as a function of l-'es- 
sure ratio for cD?d cycle systems with and without tip burning. A 

-pressure ratio of 3 was assumed to mininize power and fuel flow rate. 
This resulted in a power ratio of 2.5 for the cold cycle system and a 
power ratio of 1.0 for the systeo with tip burning, 

These powtr ratios were used to detErmine the power rating of an eouiva- 
lent turboshaft enqine. The weight of the power olant and its installa- 
tion could then be calculated from the weight oodels described in the 
previous section. 
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A sinllar c<1cu1atfon aocroach WAS adopted to determiie the rated pomr 
of the gas generator for hot cycle systems.    The results, plotted in 
figure 13, show that the engire-power/rotor-Dwer ratio fs a function of 
engine specific power and rotor tip speed.    The hot cycle System were 
sized assuming a specific enrjine poKer of approximately 100 horsepower 
per pound per secend of airflow.    Hitn the selected rotor tip speed of 
600 ft/sec, the po^er rating of the equivalent turtooshaft engine is 
approxliutely 2.1  times the required rotor power. 

In both the pulse jet and ram jet systems the power rating used for 
calculating Jet weights includes rotor power and accessory drive rc- 
Qtiirements with an adjustment to sea level standard day conditions, 

3.Z.3    Fuel Consumption 

The performfnee of aircraft turbosheft engines at sea level standard day 
Is shown in Figure 14.    Tt>e specific fuel consinption, sfc, In pounds per 
hour per horsepower at rated horsepower is plotted vs rated horsepower 
for a nisnber of engines.    For Urge engines. 400 to 20OO horsepower, the 
rated power fuel  flow of current technolofty engines can be approxirated 
by the following equation: 

-0.105 
sfc = 1.136 R 

For engines below 400 horsepower, the following relatica WJS u:ad In the 
study. 

-0.4O5 
sfc = 6.97=* 

Both matiiematlcal models are plotted in Figure 14 together with actual 
data. The fuel consurption of turboshaft engines at partial power or at 
Other than sea level, standard day cortditions, is shown In Figure 15. 

1 

I 
i 

I 

The fuel consumption relationship given above was used for turboshaft 
gear-driven configurations and for the cold and hot cycle systens with 
the equivalent engine power rating.    For the systeri with tip burning, 
the total fuel  flow was calculated as a function or rctor power required 
and c?inprcssor pressure ratio.    The results are plotted in Figure 16 
and with a compressor pressure ratio of 3, the specific fuel consumption 
with tip burning is approximately 2.3 Ib/hr/hp. 

Fuel consumptions for ram and pulse jet systens were based on thrust 
specific fuel constrrptions of 5.75 {lb   per hour per lb of thrust) and 
6.0 respectively.    These values were estimated by the Marquardt Company 
for the -otary-wing platforu operating conditions. 
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3.2.4 Teth^r/fuel Line Design 

The tether c«b1c concept downed for the siring stud; i shown In 
Figure 17. The fuel line is a nylon tube with « pressure winding of 
polyester fibers. Txo ftG/U16l coax ddt« cables are placed Inside the 
fuel hose. The cable tension loads are taken by a woven wrap of Dacron 
and the Outer potective jacket is «4de of nylon. 

Cable Sl;ej and weights were deternlned ai a function of fuel flow 
assuming JP-4 fuel with a specific oravlty of 0.77 and a viscosity at 
9S*f of 0.90 centistokes. The tension memter was sized assuming a waxl- 
■IUW cable load Of 2000 pounds. The Internal diameter of an unobstructed 
fuel line was calculated for various flow rates and pumping pressures. 
This data, shown in Figure 10, was then used to compute dimensions and 
weights of the selected design accounting for the roaK data cables and 
all other elements. The results are shown In Figures 19 and 20 for 
pumping pressures of 1000 and 1500 psl. 

The tether cable loads at 50 knots were confuted at a number of fuel 
flow values using the computer program described in Section 3.1.4. 
These loads, which are In the proper functional form for the iterative 
air vehicle slrlnu process, are plotted In Figure 21 for pumping pres- 
sures of 1000 and 1500 psl. The aerial vehicles were iiicd  for 1000 
psl fuel lines to Binlmlre the ratings o* pu"pinq equipment. 

3.2.5 Aenal Vehicle Sizes 

The prirary physical charactcrljtics of the aerial vehicles are listed 
In Table <Jl. All configurations are sited to meet all the perfomance 
specifications, for all punoed fuel systems examined, the horsepower 
rating was deterrlned by the cl1m& condition at zero  wind. Table XIll 
shows the breakdown of air vehicle weight. t»»e rotor data, and the cable 
weight and diameter required. Figures 22. 23 and 24 show representative 
designs,to the same scale, of the conventional helicopter, the tip jet, 
and the cold cycle systen. 

Frpty weights of the pumped fuel concepts vary from 264 pounds for the 
ram jet concept to 721 pounds for the cold cycle system, but vehicle 
gross weight plus cable load at 50 knots only varies from about 850 to 
1200 pounds for the concepts studied. Rotor dlamete-s and rotor horse- 
power also show a relatively small variation, but fuel flows vary ^rom 
89 pounds/hour for the conventional tyrboshaft driven concept, to 184 
pounds/hour for the cold cycle, up to 366 pounds/hour for the tip 
mounted pulse jet. Further evaluation of the concepts is presented In 
Section 8. 

3.2.6 Alternate Put»ped Fuel Systems 

Tables xi: and till  provide physical characteristics on six specific con- 
cepts for the aerial platform utilizing fuel ptrxied from the ground to ob- 
tain the specified endurance of 16 hours. The physical characteristics 
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TABLE XII. AERIAL VEHICLE SIZES (PUKPED FtEL SYSTEMS) 

EMPTY NT  (LB) 

C0KVEKT10NAL 

DRIVE 

TIP DRIVEN 

RAM JET PULSE JET COLD CYCIE TIP BUYING m CYCLE 
301 2Wi 278 721 w 165 

FUEL LOAD fLB) 22 86 92 46 59 36 
PAYIWD  (IBl 200 200 200 200 200 200 
GROSS WT  (LB) 613 550 570 067 704 701 
WBIE LOADS(LB) 

O-KIND CLIH3 200 213 211 205 210 2W 

50 KNOT WIND 237 783 287 251 2m 217 

RCTCR DIA. (FT) 16.1 15.6 15.8 19.3 17.1 17.0 

ROTCR PWER{HP) 97 86 88 130 102 101 

FUEL FLOW(LB/Hk   89 313 366 m 257 112 

ENGINE RATIUGO P)  131 " — m 139 288 
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TABLE XII:.    AtRIW. PLATFCWI DATA - PUMPED FUEL CONCEPTS 

f 
Cold Cycle 

Convent lend 1 Rjn Jet Mve Jet Cold CycU hith Hot Cycle 

Iirply Wtlgtl (lb) 

Tip Burning 

391,0 261.4 278.5 720.7 444.5 4G5.2 
M*lr> Rator 4B.0 55.2 59.6 90.9 67.4 74.1 
T*(] Rotor 4.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Drl*e Syitra 
POi«r Plint 

43.7 17.5 ia.o 27.0 21.0 Z0.8 
ICO.7 17.4 22.5 302.2 146.0 140.6 

Power Plant Tmt. 19.6 10.0 10.0 65.9 20.D 43.2 
Fuel  Syiten 2.0 7,7 B.2 4.1 5,3 J.2 
Al'fr^Tif 79.8 71.4 74.0 125.6 91.4 5>.0 
l^rdfrtg Ge^r 12.3 11.0 11.4 193 14.1 14.0 
Kccii Fit Cwitrol* 9.2 8.2 9.5 14.5 10.5 10.5 
Ajto Fit Controls 41,7 41.0 41.3 46.2 43.0 42.9 
tlectrkll 1S.0 15.0 15.0 15,0 15,0 15,0 
Aux.  Equtp, 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Rolcr Ddte 
Ofiireter (ft) 16.1 15.6 15.0 19.3 17.1 17.0 
Solldtly 0.0S4 0.C5S 0.055 O.0S4 0.054 0.054 
RPH 712 919 C07 593 672 676 
no. or Roton/Blides 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 

Cdble Dit4 
ni«ieter (in) 0.505 0.S78 o.sao 0.540 0,560 0.525 
HrlgM (lb/ft) 0.09S 0.108 o.ioa 0.101 0.105 0.099 
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of certain other system concepts can be Inferred by ccfliparlnci coifponsni 
characteristics. For turbeshaft engine and gear-driven rotor concepts, 
the differences m total system characteristics will stem from differ- 
ences in rotor syste'- lifting and propulsive efficiency only. Therefore, 
the platform charar.teristlcs for coaxial, syrchropter. and tandem rotcr 
systoi"? driven by lurboshaft cnqines and gearboxes (concepts 3, F, and F 
In Table VII) can be estimated by corparing their rotor efficiencies 
with that of the conventional nMln/tail rotor systen.  It is generally 
accepted that these efficiercieS are  not sicnificantly different and the 
aerial platforms will all be similar In size and reqyire about the same 
size engine as the conventional platfom described in Tables XII ind 
till.    This fact can be verified by examfnfnq tfie data In fable XV on 
electrically pwered concepts. There, « direct corparison Is made of 
the conventional, coax, synchropter and tandem concepts. Gross weiohts 
vary less than 5 percent, and total horsepower varies about 10 percent. 

Table VIII lists bleed air and auxiliary compressors (concepts F and G] 
as candidate power plants for cold cycle tip driven systems. The data 
presented in Ta!:ie XM does not distinguish between these concepts 
and Is censidered applicable to aerial platfoms with oversized hleed 
air nachmes, shflft-driven auxiliary compressors, or integral cor^ires- 
sors specifically designed for the tip nozile air load. The choice of 
concept dejtewK.on the options available at the time production is con- 
templated. Given a choice, an integral compressor, tallorerf to the 
tip nozzles air load requirements, would always 'r*e  selects because of 
weight, cost, reliability, and perfonrance advantages. 

Other concepts considered were the use of airborne rotary and recipro- 
cating internal combustion engines, (concepts 0 and E, Table VllI), in 
lieu of the aircraft turboshaft engines. The main advantage of these 
engines over turbines is their low cost. 

In the lOO-horsepoixer ranr}e, a turbine may cost 6 to 10 times as ruch 
as a drive system employing an internal conbostion engine, fuel ccm- 
sutrption at part power also greatly favors internal combustion engines- 
There are, however, a great mny disadvantages to the use of internal 
combustion engines for the tethered platform. The most significant 
Itens, rerhap^, are their lower reliability, shorter life and higher 
maintenance. The danger of fire is, of coursp, slcnlflcantly htqher 
with aviation gasoline, but separation of the ground fuel supply and 
careful design of the platform pumping system should be able to prevent 
a catastrophe. 

The internal conAustlon engines are noisy and heavy. In addition, 
to higher basic engine weight they require rotor clutches for starting 
and coolina a system. These components degrade systen reliability. 
Finally, the reciprocating engine has a high vibration level. 
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In the family of puirced fuel systems cmploytiv} ihaft-drivcn rotors or 
cold cycle reaction drtvon rotors, the aircraft lurboshaft engine mj>t 
be Chosen over internal combustion engines for all Missions involving 
long periods of ooeration because of its superior operational and main- 
tenance characteristics.    If tltt tethered platform is employed on 
nissions where total  life-tin* nn station is low and risk of loss is 
high)  then the low cost of the Internal combustion engire nuy warrant 
further consideration. 

The Jet flap concept (concept k in Table VIII) can be considered a vari- 
ation of the basic cold cycle concept that has been analyzed.    The 
potential use of high-pressure air to drive r rotor and to alter local 
airflow distrthulliw, thus control ling cyclic pitch  , has b»pn d'-rrn- 
strated.    Insufficient data was available to establish a special weight 
and performance nodcl for this concept and, tnerefore, the resultant 
aerial platform characteristics must be projects fron the basic cold 
cycle systen data.    Propulsion efficiency of fre jst flap is rost likely 
lower than that of tip nozzles<and rotor blades would probably be 
heavier.    Some ccnpenssi'iri'   reduction in weight would stem from a sim- 
pler mechanical flight vvntrol system.    All-in-all, the jet flap system 
would be very close to ->« projected cold cycle system with a slightly 
larger engine and increased fuel consumption.    However, ths jet flap 
(s still undergolnq explorat&<v developi^ent and should not be considered 
is a primary candidate ■'.' t tethered platfor* at tbis time.    A si^ildr 
concept for rotor cort.ol is the circulation controlled rotor h^ino de- 
veloped by Karon under Contract N00O19-73-C-0429 to the U.S. Kavy.    Djt 
like the jet flap, it must show that its pronises can be fulfilled in 
an operational system. 

3.2.7   Alternate Fuels 

The use of aviation gasoline in internal combustion engines has been 
discussed above.   Aviation gasoline has also been used in turboshaft 
engines In emergencies.    However, the most probable alternatives to 
standard kmy aviation JfM turbine engine fuel are JP-S and diesel 
oil. 

JP-5, us d by the Navy, has a higher flash point than JP-4 but cannot 
be used at fuel  temperatures below -40oF,    (JP-4 can be used to 
-650F.)   The energy per pound of JP-5 is essentially the same as JIM. 
Most turbine engines burn JP-4 or JP-5 without difficulty.    Sustained 
operation with JP-5 at partial power can lead to coking (excessive 
carbon deposits) (n the corrbustion section. 

Diesel oil has been used in emergencies in aircraft turbines and some 
Lycooiing turbines have been 'qualified with it.    Energy per pound is very 
close to JP-4 and preiirably any engine can use it with appropriate 
changes to ifle fuel controls.    LiVe JP-5 it is limited to -AQ-F. 

■: 
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It appears, therefore, that eUfief JP-5 or diesel oil Is an alternative 
to standard Army JP-4. From  a logistics pofnt of view, diesel oil is 
attractive. Assuming diesel pOHired trucks to transport the aerial 
platfom and Us ground control station and diesel driven generators for 
ground station electrical power, all engines could draw fuel from a 
single tar.k of  diesel oil. For environments below -40aF, the Oil qoing 
up the teth;r line w&uld nave to be heated. 

A brief exaTifnation was nadc of natural gas to see if there were any 
advantages to this fom of enerciy for tethered platforms. Natural gas, 
or butane or propane, has a heating value of approximately 15 percent 
higher than JP-4. If the fuel ts pumped in the gaseotis state, punptng 
pressures over 30O0 psi would be required with a fuel line diameter of 
0.5 Inch. The tether cable would therefore be heavier and larger than 
the equivalent line carrying JP-l fuel, the air vehicle lift would be 
higher, and a larger engine would be required. Therefore, the berefit 
of the higher heating value p«r pound of natural qas would be largely 
negated. 

Natural gas could not be purtped to the aerial platform in liquid form 
without Introducing a significant problem in tether cable design. 
Natural gas stored at one atmosphere must be kept at ntnus ?60or to 
maintain a licuid state. Even with a pumping pressure of 10(H) psi the 
cable would be extremely cold and it may not be possible to fabricate 
a cable with suitable strength and flexibility. 
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3.) Mectric Power SystffM 

Affial platform data wat generated for stx concepts powered by electri- 
cal encrqy suopHed fron the 9round via the tether cable. All COftCtptJ 
utiliied airborne electric mctors and. except for the high-speed fans, 
gearboxes to drive lt»e H'ttr.g roton. The mathcmatlcjl process was 
identical to that described above for pumped fuel systems, and similar 
data was generated for the candidate concepts. The following discussion 
Is restricted to weight and performance models that are significantly 
different for the electrical concepts or were not described previously. 

3.3.1 Air Vehicle Weight Models 

The weight models for the electrical systems are listed In Table X!V. 
The rotor weights for the coaxial and synchropter concepts were com- 
puted assuming a single rotor with four blades. For the tandew, the 
weight was calculated assuming two ?-bladed rotors. Weights for the 
oultifan and ducted fan were calculated assuming a constant weight per 
fan power ratio 

Gearbox and rotor shaft weight was co«pyted on a per-rotor-torque basis 
with a 15-percent penalty over conventional gearbox weight for longer 
shafts and sore duplication of parts. 

3.3.2 Air Vehicle Molor Characteristics 

The weight of the airborne elertrlc motor is calculated as a function 
of •otor power. 

WH - 2.73 P0-76* 

This relationship Is plotted m Figure 25 together with actual or esti- 
mated weights provided by motor nanufacturers. 

Previous studies have shown that induction notors are well suited to the 
speed/load rctjuircinents of lifting rotor systems  Aerial platform data 
was calculated assuming the saae type motor and power system for each 
concept. 

four pole Induction motors with 3-phase 400 Mj power were assured giving 
• no load speed of 12,003 ron. Integral lubrication and cooling systems 
and a high-speed reduction gearbox were assumed and are Included in the 
rotor weight model. Typical design efficiency was estimated by rotor 
manufacturers at 95 percent. Power factors are 0.88. 

Power is transoittcd from the ground at 2200 volts to keeo cable diameters 
small and thus limit cable loads In high winds. 

The above values are not necessarily optimum for electric tethered plat- 
forms but are representative of the current state of the art, and provide 
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Figure 25. Weight of Electric Motors. 
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« sound basis for conparing electric systems to other platform concepts. 
If an electrical power concept Is selected for a given r.isslon, elec- 
trical power parameters should be selected carefully to minimize over- 
all systea cost. 

3.3.3 Electric Tether Cable OesiQn 

Figure 26 shows the tether cable configuration assumed for air vehicle 
sizing purposes.    Tension loads are carried by a central cable of stran- 
ded steel sized to a niximum Iwd of 2Q00 pounds.    The three^sse power 
conductors were sized to a maximmt surface teirperature of ISCTF (at 950F 
ambient), and cable diareters and loadr. were confuted for copper and 
alumima conductors.    Conductor Insulation was sized to 2300 volts 
line-to-line with a turn-through safety factor of 2.5.    Silicone rubber 
was assumed for its good high-temperature characteristics and at 400 
volts/nil, a thiefcness of 15 mils should be adequata. 

Three coaxial data cables were utilized In the design to provide a sym- 
metrical seven-strand lay.    TMs will minimize internal friction and 
Mar due to cable flexing and winching loads.    The third position could 
be filled with any member rrith good mechanical properties, but the use 
of a third coaxial data cable would provide flexibility or redutdancy In 
data transmission to and from the aerial platform 

The welqht (per foot) and diameter of the cable as^e^ly was cokul^tod 
over e range of transmitted power levels using total temperature rise 
as a criterion.   The results are show In Flgu^s 27 and 28 as a function 
of airborne motor horseiwwer. 

Total cable load at the aerial platfon is shown In Figure 29.    Alumi- 
num conductors were assumed for aerial platfors sizing. 

3.3.4 Aerial Vehicle Sizes 

Tables XV and XVI present the results of the sizing study for six 
electrically powered platforn concepts. Figures 30 through 35 show 
possible iBplementations of the concepts. The BCtor horsepower 
retirements vary froa 81 for the synchropter to 176 for the ducted 
fan. 
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3.3.5 Alternate Electric Syst 

The electric concepts examined all utilize shaft-driven rotors with 
rotor torque balanced in equal coonterrotating lifting rotors or by 
means of a tail rotor. An electrically powered torqueless System can 
be hypothesized with a motor-driven air compressor and rotor tip 
nozzles. This hould be the electric equivalent of the cold cycle 
pumped fuel system shown In Tables XII and XI11. Differences in air 
vehicle gross weight, rotor dlneter, and required horsepower would 
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Figure 26. Typical Tether Coble for Electric Power. 
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TWLE XV.    AIR VEHICLE SIZES  (ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS) 

EMPTY 'rtT       (LB) 

CCWENriONAL comn. SYNCHROPTER TAM mTIPLc FAN DUCTED FAN 

337 363 356 3W W 137 

PAYLOM         (LB) 200 200 200 200 200 2C0 

GROSS tfEIGHKLB) 537 565 556 .-WO 631 537 

CABLE LOADS (LB) 

0 WIND Cim 235 229 230 231 268 289 

50 KMT WIND 2W 235 237 212 291 320 

ROTOR DIA.    (FT) 15.7 15.9 15.8 12.2 3.2 5.1 

tlOTOR RATIKG.tHP) 92 82 81 86 113 176 
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TASLE XVI.    AERIAL PIATFORH DATA - ELECTRICAL POKER 

Cortveotlonal Cuxlnl Synchrooter Tanden Nulttple Ducted Fin 

Erpty Weloht (lb) 

Fam 

33S.? 363.5 363.5 340.1 434.1 437.4 
ffdfn notw «.3 54.3 53.7 46.6 43.1 53 f^ 
Tall Ro'.cr 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.U 
OrWe Syitpn 46.0 59.9 GO.2 52.3 0.0 0,0 
Potter P)jnt 86.? 79.2 80.0 84.1 219.5 165.3 
Powtr Plant Injt. 2.8 2.5 Z.5 2.7 4.3 5.3 
FJCI System 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Alrrrane M.7 73.Z 72.0 70.3 107.7 101.9 
L^ndlrg Gear i).7 11.3 11.1 io.a (1.3 15.9 
Utth Fit CMtroli e.o 16.9 10.5 13.5 0.0 7.6 
Ajto FU Controls 41.1 41.4 41.3 34.9 2A.1 43.2 
Electrical 1S.0 15.0 15.0 1S.0 IS.O 15.0 
AJX. C^ulp. 10.0 10.0 10.O 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Rclor Data 
Dlaneler (ft) 15.7 15.9 15.8 12.2 3.2 5.4 
Solidity 0.0S2 o.oei 0.C61 0.052 0.097 0.1S6 
UPH 731 722 725 941 4176 3694 
Na. 11F Rotors/BUdes 1/2 2/4 2/4 2/4 8/1& 2/4 

Cable Data 
Dlareter (In) 0.456 0.443 0.445 0.451 0.534 0.582 
Udghl (lb/ft) 0.129 0.123 O.W 0.127 0.160 0.180 
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Figure 32.    Electrically Powered Synchropter Concept. 
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come orimflrily 'ron differences in power plan* welyht iier unit horse- 
power.    At fl40 horicpower (fie rated *inrser-ff*»er of the pumped luel cold 
cycle system) electric motors are hcavie- thin lurboshaft engines.    HOK- 
ever,  tV electric Dlatfom v»«-jld not carry fuel   (46  lb),  so  the  two 
concepts would yield iibout ttie same si7P aerial platform.    The fuel 
consumption (oi the ground) ol   the electric cold cycle system would de- 
pend on the citoice of prirp inover for the generator. 

3.4    tnteg-al ruel Systons 

In accorddnce with the statement cf work, aerial platforr sizes were 
determined for systens carrying mission fuel.    Since the system speci- 
fications requirtsl 16 hairs endurance, only shaft-driven low disc load- 
ing rotor concepts were contemplated.    Data was calculated only for the 
conventional rain/tail  rotor configuration.    The resultant data arc 
tabulated in T^ible XVII for a ran9e of nissloo endurance values. 

The aerial vehicle weight and oerformance models dcscri'.ed in Sections 
3.1 and 3-2 for the turliashaft driven conventiontjl concept were used 
here.    Disc loading in hover was 1 lb/f^ and blade loading at 50 knots 
was 74 lb/ft.    A tether cib'.e with two coaxial  data lines w«s e^.tt-^ted 
to weigh 73 po^nis per 10DO feet jnd have a diar^eter of 0,3B inch. [ 
Cable tensicn at 50 knots was calculated to be 19b rounds. 

Tor the urotfels as described, and the conventional l-elicaater concept, 
the maximum endurance obtainable with tntearal   fuel was found to be 
approximately 13 hours.    Seycnd this point the endurance decreased {due j 
to hinder gross weight and horsewwer req-jirements) as  fuel was added. i 
Table XVII shows a 60-oerccnt qrowth 'n gross weiqht and horsero^er as ] 
the entfurjince is increased from 8 to 10 hours and an additional Qrowth 
of over 100 oercpnt qomq frxim 10 to  1? t'ours.    Even with s disc  load- 
ing of 2, a 330 horsepower machine is reQuired for an endurance of B ] 
hours.    Carryirq mission fuel aboard the aerial platforrs Is clearly not 
the best way to nit. lonq endurance. ! 

For short duration nlssions,  the iateqral  fuel concept yields reason- 
able aerial platform siies.    Table XVII shvws a rotor diameter of 17.4 ; 
feet and an  engine ratina of 152 horsepower for 1  hour endurance.  (A fuel j 
reserve of 15 minutes was also included.)    The conoarflblc values for the i 
purped  ftfel  conventional  platform were 16.1  feet ind 131  horsepower. j 
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mm* m     ■■^jfT'^* riHTtfr MJfiP T^.j^r^ 

TAfllC mi.    flEBIAL VEHICLE 5I7tS (INTEG-tAL FUEL SYSUMS) 

(Ml 

[■IPIY XT (LB) 

FUEL LCAO (LB> 

PAY mi) (LB) 

G^DSS UT (LB) 

CABLE LCADS CLB) 
C-WIM1 

SC-KHCT WINDS 

ROTOR DIA.    (FD 

ROfOfl P0'.iIR (HP) 

FUa FL0^(Ln/HR) 

F.fiCil'iE RiMINGW) 

Ofl-STATION EKDWANCt 

10 MUI. (1) 

392 

200 

177 

15 

96 

85 

150 

1 IIR 

»l59 

111 

2O0 

773 

177 

195 

17.4 

122 

91 

152 

1 Hfo 

1302 

1227 

ZCQ 

2729 

177 

193 

331 

148 

W9 

8 HA 

1233 

1062 

?C0 

2550 

177 

195 

fl.7 
745 
129 
331 

10 HR n m 
2D91 

2181 

2on 

177 

195 

33.5 

526 

218 

712 

^75 

51J9 

2no 
ICOl'J 

195 

55.9 

11^ 

1549 

(1) ALL FUEL LOADS IHCLUDE 15 KINUTE RESERVE I« HO'rtf. 
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3.5    CompretseJ Air Systfrfw i 

An attractwe candidate for a relUblt lonq endurance plilform is one 
which utilizer high pretsurf sir fror^ t^e ground as retor drive energy. | 
In this concept, s cc-preisor on th» ground ru-os h.iqh prtssur* air uo ; 

Ihc Icthdr cable to the air vehicle.    The «ir vcMcle utilizes a single | 
cold pressure jet rotor htierp air under pressure flows fro* t^ie hub 
throuqh t^e rctor blades to tip nazzles.    The attraction of IM^ system 
Is  Its simplicity.    The air vehicle does not rcqyire a power plant or a i     | 
gearbox.    As a result, the vehicle is very Mqht per unit of rotor lift. i 

The main disadvantaaes of Wiis concept stem from Ihe poor efficiency of . | 
the drive concept. As already seen In the sizing of pumued fuel systems, i 
the cold cycle concept required three tiires the •torsepo-cr of a qcar | 
driven tL>tor. If the air is pumped from lli£ qrot/nd, larae t'jbes are re- 
quired, cable loads it hfqh wind speeds are hiq*i, and the rotor lift i 
required grow^ rapidly, neijdtinq the apparent weiqht and size advantages j 
of the concept. j 

i 
Selecting the flow conditions tor pumping hiqh-pressure air to the | 
vehicle involves soire trade-offs.    In ortler to rrtinimAze cable loads, the l 
smallest possible tu&e/cable diameters should be used.    However, the 
difficulty of ptwplnq air over lonq distances in s^all tubes arises, 
and choking lirits tite cable dianftter.    Temperatures also rise rapidly 
as pressure goes up and friction losses increase, thereby introducing i 
a need for cooling the air before it enters the cable. 

Aerisl plilform and qrotnd component data was calc-jlal^d for two air- i 
flow corditions, hot high-pressure air and cold mcdiiisi-fir^sure eir. j 
The results are shohn in Table XVIII with date on tte cold cycle con- ^ | 
cept employing an airborne turboshaft engine driving a co-pressor.    The 
airflow conditions are listed in Table XIX,    The cold air is obtained 
by passing the air through a cooler on the ground before goinq to tho 
cable. 

The dita clearly shovs the advantages and dtsadvantciges of the pumped 
/ air concept.    The erpty weight of the cold air lystem is less than half 

that of the pumped fuel system but its fuel  flow is about nine times 
> / higher.    The cable load at 50 knots is 1322 pounds for the pvped air 

system cc."npared to only 254 pounds for pursed fuel, but it is the energy 
/ lost In the long tube rather than the external loads that drives the 

system horsepower and fifel consumption of the pimped air concept to such 
high values. 

When the cold purped air system Is compared with a punped fuel system 
eroloylng an advanced tecKnology turfcoshaft engine, the poor overall 
efficiency is readily apparent.    The fuel flow for pumped air is 12 
tires tnat of the pu-ped fuel syster.    For 16 hours of operation, 43O0 

• gallons of JP-4 fuel Mould be required by the ground based turbine/con- 
j pressor and air cooler. 
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TABLE XVIII. COTPARISON OF PUNPED TUEL & COKPaESSED AIR SYSTEMS 
EHPLOYING COLD CYCLE TIP NOZTLES 

PtfVEO FUEL FWED AIR 

CuRDCffl TtCHHCLOGY 
Encmr 

MVAHCE TECTNOLOGlj 
EM'-? COLD MDT 

CHPIY UEICHT      (LB) 721                     sea 324 2)3 

FTJEL l(WD           (LB) w 33 0 0 

PATtOW               (LB) zoo 200 ZOO 200 

CROSS UCIGHT      (LB) w BZ2 S24 413 

CABLE LCASS       tL8) 

O-VIHD S06 203 776 U2 

SO fXiT VIND 254            f 245 1322 510 

AOTOR DIAMETER (Fi; 19.3 18.1 20.3 15.7 

ROTOR HP 130 114 ZJ2 KM 

FUEL COKSlHPTIOd   (ie/HR) 1M 131 16?0(') SMOI 

EKUC MTIhG    (W) 440 3QS 2500<') 8M(U 

[1) Theie valuH ipply to coowptnls IccsUd en th* orwnd. 



TABLE XI)?.    AIRFLOW CONDITIOMS 

CCTiPflE^SHR OUTPUT AIR 

PflESSURE: 

TEMPERATURE: 

AIR VEHICLE INPlfT AIR 

PRESSUJIE: 

TEMPERATURt: 

FLOW PftTE 

AIR LINE DltflETER 

HOT AIR 
ggj GRnUNfl 

1100 PSIA 

1100'F 

115 PSIA 

ISOO'F 

M LB/SEC 

1.0 IN. 

COLD AIR 

in PSIA 
607 

218 PSIA 

607 

5.7 LB/SEC 

2.0 IN. 

AIR FRW 
AIRBORNE gyff. 

M PSIA 

30Q'F 

'^ PSIA 

5007 

«J LB/SEC 

• 
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The hot ilr system loDks much better, but the temoerature of tho small 
olr hose vanes from ll(WBr to mOT.    It  <s dcubtful  that a practical 
lonq Itfe cable could be rade to handle this airfloM. 

From the data Qener«;e<l,  it was concluded that pumped h1cth-Dre«ure i\r 
was not the best 'orm of energy for the tethered platform and no 
further analyses were conriucted. 

3.6   Autogyros 

The aut05yro was the first rolary-wiiig vehicle to be utilized as a 
tethered elevated platform.    Unpowercd autoqyros, towed by surfaced 
submarines, provided elevatftd observation posts for the Goirvn Navy. 
At tire present time. Kanan  is under contract to the U.S.  Navy to demon- 
strate tire feasibility of unmanned, automatically controlled autoqyros 
as elevated sensor DUtforms tethered to ships. 

Flight tests of expeHmontftl modeU of STAPL  (Ship Tethered Aerial Plat- 
form) are scheduled for mid 1974. 

The rotivatiw> for STA^L stems from the slffplicity and low cost of the 
autoayro coruarad to driven rotor systems.    The ships notion and pre- 
vailing winds at sea also offer the potential  for Lrnptwered cporation 
at a ^avinq of ?00 lo 300 gallons of fuel  per tiay.    Karan's current 
contract to dCT.cnstrate the aerodynamic aid functional  feasibility of 
an autortttlcal1y controlled aut09yro is a necessary first step in 
developing this concept for ttve U. S. Navy. 

Figure 36 depicts an operitional configuration for thft STAPL autoqyro. 
An electric rotor drives a pusher propeller to raintaln airspeed above 
20 knots. 

Operation with a fixed qround tether point for Amy rissions would re- 
Quire a propulsion systea in the air vehicle.    The resultant flight 
characteristics make it insossible for the autogyro to meet the re- 
Qulrements for station kw lir.g and the requlrprnpnts for a fixed con- 
pass orienUtion of IhP airfra-ne.    Without wind,  th« autogyro would 
be propelled in a circular orbit of 60O to 800 feet diameter tnd body 
fixed sensors would rotate continuously.    In win<ls of ^0 knots, an 
autogyro with STAPl performance would probably assume    a position iOO 
to 700 feet downwind from ths groand tether point    (with 10O0 feet of 
cable), and the airfrane would point into the wind. 
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ROTOR D1A:   22 FT 
EMPTY NT:   385 LB 
PAYLOAD HT: 75-150 1% 
MOTOR HP:   90 

Figure 36.    STAPL Autogyro 
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Although the autogyrD cannot meet the baseltne design requirements. Its 
on-statlon flight characteristics may be acceptable for sone missions. 
Kowever, launchlni? and retrfevtng the autogyro from a stationary olat- 
forr In the field requires addition of a rotor drive system which would 
negate a larqe part of the inherent simplicity of the autogyro concept. 
Perhaps the least Involved system would be tip ran Jets.    About 200 
pounds of fuel would be required to cover launch and retrieve tine. 
Small solid rocket notors could be used to get the rotor up to ram Jet 
operating speed. 

Although concept-Jally slnple as a tethered platform, the autogyro ts not 
reconnended for Any field missions. 
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SECTION 4 

fttRIAL PLATrORM DETECTflBILITY 

A limited analyil1; WAS mide of aerfal p]itfonn signatures dnd in  attempt 
was made to estimate dctecllor ranijes in the field. Simple models were 
utilized in the analysis s^nce the primary purpose WJS to obtain data 
that could be usM in the selection of the best, aerial oldlfortn. More 
comprehensive moduls and Analyses would be rtquired to judge surviva- 
bility of any of tne tethered platforms in hostile situations. 

4.1 Aural Detection 

I  ' 

Octave band sound pressure leve's 4nd aural detection ranges have b«<?n 
calculated for a nutter of jlr vehicle configurations. For each concept, 
octave band sound pressure levels were calculated for those sources con- 
sidered to be stqnificant. For the ducted and nultiple fan conflqurallons 
only the fans were considered an the assinption that the electric motors 
and/or gearbox noise contrlbulicns would be insignificant. Noise levels 
Of the conventional helicopter, tandem, «nd coaxial/synchropter configura- 
tions were calculated based on rotor contributions only. For configura- 
tions employing tip jets, noise contributions from the jets as well as 
the basic rotors were included. Ctwoonent and total vehicle octave bend 
sound pressure levels calculated for each concept are given in Table XX. 

i  ! 

■  I 

Aural detection range for tfte un«1dcd human ear was calculated using the 
total vehicle octave bond spectra. A prediction rethod vas used which 
takes into account so-jree noise generation characteristics, sound orop- 
agation characteristic? (including spherical spreading, atnosphpric 
absorption, and excess absorption due to propagation over ground cover) 
human hearing thresholds, and ambient noise levels. The results of this 
analysis are shown in Table XXI. In all cases, only hovering flight at 
l(K)0-ft iltitude over a densely forested area is considered. The human 
detector was assuncd to be In a quiet foresc. 

The vehicle shown to have the lowest aural detection range, 2.44 kn, is 
the cold Jet driven rotor. Superiority of this concept results from a 
number of factors^ among which are: 

• The utilisation of a large, slow turning rotort which 
causes the fundstnenul rotor noise component to be below 
th« audible frequency range. 

The absence of antitortiuc tail rotor. 

The use of low temperature, bleed air, tip jets, which 
do not significantly contribute to the vehicle noise 
signature. 
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TABLE XX.    SUKMARV OF COHPfWHT AND TOTAL 
VEHICLE SOUND PRCSSUfiE LEVELS 
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TASLE ML    AURAL DETECTION RAHGES(1J OF  TET-ERfO PLATFOflMS 

ConceoL 

L   Ducted Fans - 
Electric Drive 

2  CoaxySynchroptar 
Electric Drive 

3 Std Helicopter - 
Main Rotor/Toil Rotor 
Electric Drivr 

4 Multiple Fans 
(8 Fans) - Electric 
Drive 

5 Tanden Rotors - 
Electric Drivit 

6 Std Halicouter - 
Main Kotor/Tail Rotor 
Pumped Fuel 

7 Single Rotor - 
Blood Air Tip 
Jets - Pumped Fuel 

B  Sinqlo Rotor - 
Ram Tip Jetn- 
Punped Fuel 

9 Single Rotor - 
Bleed Air - Tip Burning 
Jots - Pumped Fuel 

10 Std Helicopter - 
Main Rotor/Tail Rotor 
Integral Fuel 

Aural 
Detection Range 

KM 

6.54 

9.61 

4.79 

6.24 

3.69 

4.79 

2.44 

3.90 

3.22 

4.22 

l)Afp vehicle hovering 10QO ft above quiet forest. 

n 
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The remaining vehicle concepts have iwral detection ranges of 3.22 tn to 
6.54 km. The ducted fan and multiple fan configuration!, exhibit the 
greatest a-jral detecubfllty. primarily due to their high rpm and blade 
loading. The nen highest aural detection range is associated with those 
configurations utiliiing antitorque tall rotors. This is due to tall 
rotor noise domlnatlnq the vehicle noise spectrum, The detection range 
of the tip ran jet is high because of the high rotor tip speed. 

a.2 Infrared Detection 

Infrared signatures were estimated for four basic deslqns: 

ill 
(4) 

electric power/motor driven rotor 
pinped fuel/turboshaft driven rotor 
pi*nped fuel/cold cycle tip   iwizles 
punped fuel/tip ram Jets 

All concepts considered can be assessed from the data generated. 

The tusic approach involved (1) ostiiaatlon of wrm and hot body tempera- 
tures and radiation ureas. (21 calculation of radiant enargy fron the 
source, and (3) estimation of the etmaspheric attenuation between the 
source and a detector on tlie around.    The analysis of detection range nas 
restricted to wont-case conditions» and no att&Tipt was made to reduce 
tlie IR si^itatures.   An uncooled detector, similar to what ttoulb' be found 
!n current infantry ueations (shouldar fired), was assuv^d in tti« (vstlma- 
tion of detect1on ranges. 

For the electric rotor driven system, the IR sources were the motor 
coolini; air and the tetfier cable.   For both turboshflft enqine concepts, 
gearbox and cold nozzle rotor drives^ the IR source is tfto turbine 
power sta^c, and it was assumed that an unobstructed end view was 
available to the eneny.    P\wn detection was not considered.    For the 
tip run jet, the detection rangi was based on steady rodiotion from a side 
view of tFw tip rm Jet.   The plune radiation was not considered. 

The te«peratures and areas used in the calculations are listed in Table 
XXII and the resultant detection ranges are listed below: 

(1) Electric Motor Drive - «    1  km 
(Z) Turboshaft Engine Drive - 2.3 kn 
(31 Cold Cycle Tip Nozzles 5.0 ^  
(4) Tip Ram Jets • 2.0 kn 

The electric system Is not detectable by simple IR neans except at very 
close range, perhaps 500 feet. The cold cycle systen can be detected at 
njch longer range than the shaft-driven concept because of its large 
engine (440 hp rated vs 131 hp). However^ both engines can be shielded 

peed. 

i 

i 

■ 
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TABLE XXII. INfRAREO RADIATION SOURCES 

Source 

Electric Drive System 

Source 
Temperature 

"F 

Source 
Area, 
Sa. In. 

6.5 1S7 Cooling Air 

Tethtr Cable 150 500 (1) 

Turbos ha ft l}rWe System 

1100 23.8 Power Turbine 

Cold Cycle System 

1160 100 Power Turljim? 

Tip R«.n Jet System 

1000 17,5 Ourner Section 

Forward Tall Cons 900 16 

Aft Tail Cone 700 20 

Notes: (1) Cable diameter of 0.4 inch viewtd 
having a F.O.V. of 2°. 

from 1 kn wfth sensor 

; 
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and the plane cooled wUh d ncxninal power penalty. For tethered stand- 
off survoillance, the engine exhaust should always bo directed awdv from 
the eivtry. 

The lip ram Jet presents a varying signature, end nealertinq the plume 
may lead to soie inaccuracy in the detection range. In this case, little 
can be dope to shield the »tot section;, or cool the plunc witho-jt serious 
power penalties. 

The 1R analysis was D«rfor,^ed by the Vertol Division of the Boeing Com- 
pany under subcontract to <aman Aerospace Corporation. 

4.3 Radar Detection 

The tether cable as well as the aerial vehicle rust be considered In any 
analysis of radar detection. Returns from the cable will depend pri- 
marily an the aspect angles and the cable diameter and conductivity. 
If the wiivd is blowing from the tetnered platfom toward the enery, the 
convex cable will reflect only a snail portion of the radiated energy 
back to the antenna. If the wind is blowing in the other direction, the 
concave Mble will present a ixich larger radar tanjet. 

The diameter of the purped fuel and electric poMer cables are. except 
for the n-n  jet ini  pulse Jet systems, substantially equil. Cnnsldera- 
tlon of lightning dangers (discussed in Section 7) requires a conduc- 
tive sheath oti the cutcrior of both types of cables to protect tne in- 
ternal conductinq elemeois. Therefore, the cables in the pmped fuel 
and the electric power systems will present similar radar targets. Care- 
ful deployrcn" will be the key to minimlzlnt) tti^ cable n?tjrni. The 
on-station altitude of the sensor olatfom should depend cr  the terrain 
and the nominal distances to tlr; ground areas of interest. Ther« should 
be no need to expose &  lonq length ot cable to an enemy ground radar. 

Radar cross sections of the aerial vehicles were not estimated. The 
sketches shown in Figures 22 to Zfl and 30 through 35 indicate widely 
varying shapes and sizes. The coaxial, sytichroptcr, and lip dHvon sys- 
tems do have similar shapes arvd dimensions, and the bodies Of IN? 
vehicles kill present similar radar targets. A conducting skin should 
be used to reflect lost of the incident energy away frors the viewing 
radar. 

The largest return w 
and rotor controls, 
be possible but the 
in configuration. T 
shafts ar;I controls 
but the latter hive 
weight penalties if 
cycle concept as wel 
rotor blade whereas 

111 probably cone from the rotor hubs, rotor blades, 
So-e shielding with radar absorption nsterifll may 

net cross section will depend on the differences 
he co-axtal and synchropter concepts expose more 
than the reaction driven cold and hot cycle machines, 
larqe metal ducts that would involve substantial 
shielded. The hat cycle, and perhaps the cold 
I, retires a metallic structural member in the 
the shaft-driven concepts can utilize nonmctalllc 
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rotor blades, thii5 redtfclrnj radar cross secUon of th" rotor.    CflDloym?nt 
and operational ccrcepts will  have a rajor impact on radar detectability. 
If high altitudes are used at cloie ranges to enemy fjround radars, the 
aerial vehicle will be fictcctei.    Out if the on-station altitude is 
chosen near the lower edge of the cnomy'S radar beam, the stationary 
tethered platform will noi be detocted except at very close ranges. 
ft simple ra2ar warnip!) device could be carried in the aerial  veli:cle and 
the altituie of the tethered platfom reduced  if lock-on by an eneciy 
ra-dar was detected. 

There are so-c missions under consideration where the platform will util- 
ize radiating devices.    For these missiens, the radar cross section of 
the aerial platform is of secondary irporttiiCL'. 

4.4   Visual netectioi 

Visual detectioi will depend on the slie Of the aerial platforn and its 
contrast with the sky background.    Unaided detection by the hunan cyt 
will be extreTiely difficult,    Usliig a typical dimension of 2 reters for 
the body of the aerial platform and assuming a very high contrast of 50 
percent (1,5:1), an unaided observer 4 kn away has less than a £0-percenl 
probability of detecting the platform if he is looking at it.    Careful 
attention to vehicle finishes and colors should reduce the prtfcflbility 
of detection by the unaided eye to acceptable values at rangc-s under 2 
Km. 

■ 
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SECTION 5 

STABILIZATIGV A.HD COVTRQ9- 

The fir«;t look at stahilizatian and control of tethered rotary-wfng 
weftlclei icmetimei leads to the conclusion that a high degree of inherent 
stability exists an* that aag-flntiition is unnecessary, ffo solf-Stabili- 
Zin*) iy^lem hii been demonstrated* anrf the tether«d platforn dosiiqted 
to meet '*\e  baseline sreciTications will require an aulcmatlc control 
systen. 

Many ctritrol and stabilization concepts exist, but all are not applicable, 
much less fedsittle, to every lifting systei concept. The mechdnisnts 
for stabilization and control of the aerial platform must therefore be 
considered as part of the selectior of the lift system as well as for 
their ability to meet the system performance seed*ications. The study 
of stabilization and control within this contract effort was restricted 
mainly to a study of this intpraction. Guidance in the selection of the 
best overall system was sought; the detailed analysis and design of the 
control system is left for a future effort- 

The study Included consideration of; 

(1) attitude subilization and control 
(2) tiirectlonal fiignt performance 
(3) station keepfng 
(4) trim attitude vari»Uons 
(5) automatic flight control systwrs 

S.l Attitude Stabilization and Control 

The baseline system specification requires that the attitude response to 
a 10-ktvot gust be limited to t ? deqreev with maximum angular rates of 
* 7 degrees/second. The Dlatform disturbing riompnts will come mainly frtm 
the reaction of the lift system to a change Jn airspeed and will depend 
upon the manner in which the rotor or fan reactions are transmitted 
to the body of the platfom. 

Several design parameters affect the 5U5t response of rotary-wing 
vehicles and minirizing the response requires careful consideration of 
the impact on other aspects of performance. Increasing the disc loading 
reduces the gust response of the rotor but leads to higher horsepawer 
retirements. The airfrane response to rotor disturbance depends on the 
so-called rigidity of the rotor. A teetering rotor cannot exert pitching 
or rolling morents at the rotor hub. and airfrane attitude motions will 
build ut> slowly as the rotor lift vector tilts from its e<;inlibriur 

Pfote* Petrldes (Ref, 1) does report on some United success of an effort 
in Germany to fly a machine with multiple tethers. 
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position. For very stiff rotor sy^lcffls, the c 
blade, due tc gusts or chanoes 1r. airspeed, wi 
moraent and cause ra^id chaiqes 1i> airfraif? alt 
wU1! hin^os offset fron ttie center lint of the 
characteristics samexhere fcetMeen the teetprin 
rotors. Hainan's IH-2 helicopter has an offset 
radius) which is typical of articulated rotor 
pnne and Sikorsky's ABC system have effective 
while (JoUw'S Eo 105 has an effective offset 

ha-iqe in lift on a rotor 
11   inmediately exert a hub 
itude.    Flap^inq rotors 
rotor s'Tdft have response 

c rotors and the riqid 
of 3 percent  (of rotor 

design.    Lockheed's Chey- 
offsets Of 20 to 47 percent 
of 12 to 15 percent. 

The rotor's response to qusts can bt reduced by adding a cyro bar (Dell 
UH-l, etc.) or pitch/flap coupling (63)  Lo the basic rotor.    The qyro 
bar Drovtfles a reference plane for rotor rotaticn and the   43 mechanisr1 

reduces rotor blade PHch angle as the blade Paps.    Both mechanisms work 
through the rotor's cyclic pitch controls to reduce the rotor's response 
to gusts. 

All  lift system concepts studied except the multiple fan and ducted 
fan, can utiliie similar disc loadings, offset hinges*, qyro oars,,and 
63, so that the basic gust response of the rotor syste-is can be con- 
sidered to be somewhat independent of rotor configuration.    IMder these 
assomptlons, the response of the alrframe to qusts will depend on tho 
physical disposition of fie rotors on the air vehicle, the vehicles 
inertia, and the cempensatinq action of the Automatic HicfM Control 
System (AFCS).    Out the physical  properties of the air vcV.clc i.'ili tt 
fixed by the lift and power reQulrements.    Therefore, the gust respoise 
will b* determined primarily by the action of the ftFCS. 

The critical Hen in AFCS action is the power of the controlling device. 
If the controls are weak, even small disturbing nomsnts will cauie lanjc 
changes in alrframe attitude and position. 

S^weral concepts exist for attitude control of tethered rolary-winq 
platforms.    Those considered in the study were: 

1. Cyclic Pitch Control of Rotor 

2. Direct Tilt of Rotor 
3. Deflection of Hich Velocity air Strean 

4. Translation of Tether Cable Attachment 

5. Use of Multiple Tethers and Long Booms 
6. Lift Control  in Kultfple Rotor Systeirs 

• Two-bldded rotors with offset flaopino hinges may give unacceptable 
vibratiofls. 

/ 
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Cyrllc pitch control an be obtained by pitch horn, Kaman servo flap, 
jel flaps, or circulation control and can te used  in all  pldlform con- 
cepts except tie ducted fan and nrjltiple fan.    Ihe perfor-mce of rotary- 
wing vehicles with cyclic pitch control  i* well knoHn, anf) »jtere can be 
no question abc-jt the feasibility of a tethered platform utilizing fiis 
stabilization and control ccrcept,    The effectiveress of cyclic pitch 
control  is illustrated in Table    XXIIF  for four basic platfom configura- 
tions.    The effectiveness is presented  \n the form of maximum anqular 
pitch arnl roll  acceloritioo available from full cyclic control  input. 
The rodents of inertia used were calculated from preliminary sketches and 
physical data generated in the sizing study, aiH th» control no^nts were 
calculated usins dimensional  ratios typ^ral of ranned helicopters. 

Data ii presented (n Table XXIII for "hinjed'' and "hirgeless* rotors. 
The pitch and roll control effectiveness does not vary aupreciable* with 
helicopter cenf^uration but there is about a len-to-one change with rotor 
"rigidity".    All concepts** snow satisfactory pitch and roll control 
effectiveness utilizing cyclic pitch control.    The hinged rotor concepts 
have lower control power but they are less disturbed by gusts than the^r 
stiff rotor counterparts.    As stated earlier, detailed analysis of 
stability and control and detailed design of the rotor is outside the 
scope of this study. 

The estimated effectiveness of the controls for the ducted fan and 
multiple f^n concepts is also shown in Table XXIFI.    The multiple fan 
platform is cofitrolled by varying the t-pm of selected farss In the array. 
Eight fans were assumed and t^e maximua control moment was baswJ on a tip 
spcc<I change of 100 ft/sec.    No attempt w-ss rade to accoynt for flow 
Interaction, so fie values listed may he optimistic. 

The ducted fan is controlled by deflecting the high velocity air stream 
coming frcm the lift fans.    The control effectiveness values assume 
majcimun vane deflection of 30 degrees In full span exit vanes. 

The estimated effectiveness of pitch and roll control  in the fan concepts 
would seem to Indicate that reasonable attitude control should be possi- 
ble with these concepts.    However, both must be considered questionable 
frofP this point of view.    The nrjltiple far concept, which is based on 

• The exception is pitch control  In the tantlci, which Is obtained by 
differential  lift control on the rotors. 

•♦ The tandem again presents an exception,    taw control, which 1s nor- 
mally obtained by differential tilt of the lift vectors,  is rendered 
Ineffective by a stiff rotor. 
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TABLE mil. COMIfiClL PQlfCfi SUMKAR.V 

i 

( 
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' 1 
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HOIM;   {i] Ztn offwl or ruwinfl hlnje. 

<2} Equlvileot to 8 pcrcertt offset of flapping hlngo. 



Robenliorst's paper, ha; not been tested and existing data, or theories, 
on rotor iirMows, flow interactions, gust response, etc., cannot be 
applied to these hiqii disc loadlnq imducted fans with axial separations 
of onl^ one or two fan dianeters. ^ntethered vehicles with Oucted fan 
lift syste-s I-JVC been built and flown and their stability and control 
characteristics are knomi, fairly well. Their behavior in forward fliq^t 
and gjsty air has not been entirely satisfactory and is due to the Mqh 
rolling and sitchinq nximents relative to th* control power available with 
vane controls. Translational velocities across the duct generate sub- 
stantial duct monents and partial duct stall at hich airspeeds, and angles 
of attack can lead to loss of control. The main advantaqes of the ducted 
fan vehicles are their compactness and their safety, i.e., the useof 
shrouded procellers. These advantages irust be welqhed aqdlnst their 
stability and control characteristics and their lifting efficiency rela- 
tive to other candidates for the tethered platforr job. 

Other control concepts were listed above for pitch and roll stabilization. 
Direct lilt of rotors cannot be used in all of the platform concepts and 
this approach is best evaluated for possible use after the lift system 
is selected. If three cables are tied to three booms on a rotary-wing 
lifting vehicle and the ground tether points are separated sufficiently, 
it mav be possible to stabilize the attitude as well as the position of 
the aerial vehicle without ^jxllia-y controls. This scheme was used by 
Von Karman in 191B in the first known tethered rotary-wing platformi ^nd 
flights to 150 feet are recorded tSeferefice 1). In 1540, a  larger 
vehicle was built in Germany that Petrides reports "flew successfully to 
altitudes of several hundred feet but became unstable at higher altitudes 
and in hi9h winds." 

For the multiple tether concept to work, the aerial vehicle must generate 
enough lift to maintain high tension in all tether cables at all times, 
a.td the tether cables nust pull at large angles at all times. Uith a boon 
length of 10 feet or so, cable tension at the boom should be In the order 
of 30 percent of the lift. Tether points on the ground must he placed 
to yield tether cable angles of 05 decrees.or so at all times. These 
requirements represent tbe mam disadvantages of the multipl¥ tether con- 
cept. For any given altitude and wir.J specification, the lifting vehicle 
will be much larger/and require much more horsepower than the equivalent 

"Single tether, stablliled rotor, aerial oTatform. For high altitude 
systems, a great deal of real estate is required for the dispersed tether 
cables, and launch and retrieval of the nlatform involves synchronized 
translation of each tether point. These latter requiro<nenis render the 
nultiple tether concept unacceptable for use In the forward area. Its 
potential high reliability for long duration missions may  be realizable 
in permanent or seripsmranent rear areas nhere mobility. Quick reaction, 
and low fuel consumption are not critical. 

Translation of the tether cable attachment at the aerial vehicle is not 
rwetrended for attitude stabilization for several reasons. To be effec- 
tive, high tensions nust be maintained in the cable and large displacc- 
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ments must be made rapidly In a tprnwUed or pantograpri mecfiarmm. The 
hi<jh tension rcquire<n«ot results In a much larger acr<al vehtclc and l^ 
large cable altacnment mechaniim conplir.atcs alrframe design (particularly 
tnc tntcrface with the landing platform) with possible incompatibilities 
with placenent o' the mission payload  Since the scrvomechanisms rust 
provide large rapid displacements or angular rotation1; of the cable 
attaclrcent, the servomechanisss would be larger awl probably retire more 
electrooic circuitry than the servos in a cyclic pitch control system. 

It should also be noted that the cable reaction nethod for attitude 
stahilwation has not been demonstrated by flight tests. The Canadian 
Army  (Reference 'J used a gimballed cable jttachtrent (See Figure I) and 
Petrides reports limited flights". Tairchild Corporation used a panto- 
graph mecha'ism to translate the cable attachment in their HfUMTOfl con- 
cept a«J, again, sonie flights were made. Insufficient analytical and 
lest data exists to design a cable reaction system for tethered platforro 
stabilization. Further consideration of it and determinaKon of poten- 
tial advantages in mechamiation over cyclic pitch controls is not possi- 
ble without detailed work and model tests. -U can be comirtered as a 
potential control concept for any of the li*t vehicles considered, and 
it may be better thjn exit vanes for a ducted fan. 

5.2 Directional Control ai>d Stabilization 

The preferred concepts for directional control and stabilization of the 
various aerial platforms are listed in Table XXIV. Scne good alterna- 
tives eiist bot in most cases the configuration of the lift system will 
dictate the best approach. The calculated effectiveness of the yaw 
controls Is listed m Table XXII I. Ail valves are satisfactory except 
for the tandem with a stiff rotor and the •Hjlllple fan with motor sceed 
control. The valves for the co^tlal and synchrooter conccots are based 
on differential collectivr pitch control. 

In a tethered platform ll is feasible to ignore lift control, that is. 
to operate the rotors at fined collective oitc-' and fi«ed RPM, This 
siwpli'ies the rotor controls and improves reliability.  If this concept 
were adopted, directional control of the synchropter would be obtained 
with differential longitudinal cyclic* *nd control of coiiiial machines 
would be obtained with tip drag devices. 

Directional control effectiveness for the reaction driven rotor concepts 
is not covered In Table XXI(I. For cold and hot cycle systems, body 
mounted nozzles utilizing ccr-pressed air or hot gas would be employed. 
The control effectiveness can be set at any value by choosing the proper 
nozzle thrust and placement. This is more a matter of power budgeting 
than stabilization quality. For reaction driven systems using roto'- tip 
ram Jets or pulse jets, a control motor coupled to the rotor shaft coold 
be used to generate yzwing moments. As an alternative, a small electri- 
cally po-ered f^n could he utilized as in main/tail rotor configurations. 

• The maximum yaw control moment for the synchropter concept with differ- 
ential longitudinal cyclic is estimated to be 300 ft/lb. 
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TABLE XXIV. PREFERRED DIRECTIONAL CONTROL CONCEPTS 

lift Systgw Con'- ? F-SHtSfJ?^. 

Conventiafial Kaln Rotor  Antltoroue Tall Rotor 

Synchropter _-- .--.- OSffertntUI LongUudinal Cyclic Pitch 
DlfferenUal CollccHvc Pitch 

CoaxUI Rotors --..-..-------.- Differential Rotor Crag 
Differential CollcctWc Pttch 

Tandem Rotors - ---------.-.--.. Differential Lateral Cyclic Pitch 

Reaction Driven Rotor --..-..-.-.-. Body Mounted Control Noizles 
Shaft Coupled Control Kotor 

Di/cted Fans  — - — Differential Control Vanes 

Hultiole Fans --- — ..-. — _-. — _ Differential Motor Speed Control 



If a good earth or inert<il  refereffced directional sensor Is placed in 
the aerlj' platform, all of tl*e concepts co^^sidercd sirt>,;!d be able to 
prjovfde directional tontrol to within t 'I decrees of tive desired Kesdirvg. 
With higti wln^s blowing, at a largo dncjlt to the dosircd hejding, the con- 
trol syste^nist be abl? to ttcnerate sufficient control to iwft the 
station-keening rcquirexents and the dlrectienal control re^mrencnts 
simltaneously. 

The reaction driven rotor syster^. t^o coa-nial, th» tfBCtm f-tr, and the 
multiple fan concepts have oiw<idir?ct lonal flight c^sr^cterUfi^,.    They 
can meet the statlon-keeoirg requfreacnis and point the mission sensor 
in any srlccted direction wvthout regard for wind direction.    The con- 
ventional main/tail rotor helicopter, the synchrooter, and the tardpn 
do not have axial synmetry, and the rotor controls, especially direc- 
tional control, would be designed by tht requirecunt to hold heading and 
maintain spatial position with SO-kflot tie*m winds.    Current Army heli- 
copter specificatiws require flight in any direction at speeds TJD to 
3S knots (AAH-calU for rearward flight at 45 i    ts) wit*) directional 
control reserve for rapid turns in the adverse direction.    The tail 
rotor in the tethered platfom would certainly be larger, and have a 
greater control range, than normally found in manned helicopters. 

Synchropters currently in service with the Air Force, the HH*3B. have 
sideward flight capability up to about 30 knots.    An overswed rotor 
and an expanded range of lateral cyclic control would probably be re- 
quired for 0>widirffCtlQndJ performance at 50 knots.    The tandem coo- 
figuration would also require more lateral cyclic control than norsully 
provided In aanned fore/aft tandem rotor machines. 

5.3    Air Vehicle Trim AttUrjde 
I 

Figure 37 illustrates the forces and Roinents acting on the tethered 
platform in a wind and shows the relationships that must CMISI to obtain 
force and moment equilibriun. if a rotor hub stiffness factor k is de- 
fined as follows: 

k -    ^"H  
TtH(0( ) •ft " "r 

the fuselage trim angle can be expressed as 

OF OF 
+ T .CH * 

TbH(l*k) 

For teetering rotors HHljg is zero, k is 

Of  - DF * TPH 

rero and ap becomes 

He 

The fuselage trim attitude was calculated from this expreision for a 
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Dr + T^ 

W+Tcr 

H1TK FORCE AND PITCHING TOHEHT EQUILIBRIUM: 

or    a J\ _ pF*TcH 

c^F 
T TbH      T1)H 

Note: Fuselaqe pttchUg monents are tssumed small compared to 
hub and cab1« incnents and the sfne of all angles are assumed equal 
to the angles In radians. 

Figure 37. Tethered Platform Trim. 
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number of configurations and is presented in the upper portion of Table 
Wl loqether with the rotor and drag areas asMmed.    Values arc stiown for 
pitch and roll  inn attilj<:es with SO-fcnot head winds and 50-knot side 
winfls respt'ctively.     Tlwp valuts do not  im.lude morvr.i.i d-jc  to the tethfr 
cable but  tiiQ last colymn dees show tt-s sensitivity of trim attitude to 
the horizontal caiiponfnt of cable draij.    Station kceoirg at 50 knots in- 
volves cable tensicis of 200 to 300 rwunds and the cool" anqle at tro air 
vehicle is 30 to 35 degrees.    The effective draq of the cable is. there- 
for,; ,  the order of ICO pounds ard the Irltn annl** would increase 7.3 degrees, 

If a very stiff rotor is assumed, k  is large. 

a 

\  • v 

He 
Z    0 

1 + k 

and the expression above for fuselage trim attitude beco-jes 

Of =  _ 

T 
DF TCH 

whicti is the se"o as the exprefsion for the trim attitude of the rotor 
In Figure 37. In  other words, the fuselaqe tilts with the rotor in hinge- 
less rotor systems. 

The trim attitudes of the four basic lift system configurations with 
hfngeless rotors is shown in Table XXV together with data on the multiple 
fan and the ducted fan. The trim angles for the rrjltiple fan were cal- 
culated from the above expression but the valves for the ducted fan were 
calculated using data from a NASA project (Reference 8) on a 7-fnot 
ducted propeller. 

Except for the ducted fan and the multiple fan. the trim attitude does 
not vary significantly with olatform cOflfiguration. Trim attitudes of 
the reaction driven rotor concepts would be substantially the same as the 
coaxial or synchrontcr concept. 

5.4 Station Keeping 

Figure 3B depicts three alternative methods for controlling the position 
of the aerial vehicle on statio.i. In Ue first, (a), the air vehicle 
seeks the position that yeilds a desired angle at the top of the cable. 
The sir^lest concept woyld involve control to a space vertical and would 
be implemented by moasuring angles of the cable relative to trie airfrare 
and airframe attitude in space. Any variation from vertical would gener- 
ate an errcr signal that would, through appropriate controls, tilt the 
thrust vector, causina the vehicle to nove to the- rro^er oosition. 
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TABLE XXV.    TRIM ATTITUDE CHANGE WITH AIRSPEED 

ccwtc^AriM 
HOT0H 01A, o;sc LOADI % L^::.rLAT 

(■LATf WA 
LAT. rwi 
PLATE JUJEA 
—TT?  

MTCH 
AfC-lE 

ROLL CflBLt DRAG 
Ef'ECT n LB/ft^ DtG Dlfi ■■■■!K<i 18 

1   hiL.-COnrER  (HINGED POTOR)CD 

carcvE.NTtOPWL 15.7 4 5.6 6.7 3.S 4.2 7,3 

srwr^pTEd 15.6 4 7.« 7.8 5.0 5.0 7.3 

COAXAL 15.7 4 7,6 7.a 4.9 4.9 7,3 

TAW EM 12.2 4 9.4 12.2 4.9 6.3 7.3 

HRtC3*TES  (HIH&ELtSS ROTOR j(2J 

CCNtfESTIlNflL 15.7 4 5.S t.r 6.e 7.3 7.3 

SYNCH WT[R 15.S 4 7.9 7.8 8.1 8.1 7.3 

CMKlflL 1S.7 4 7.B 7.9 8.0 B.O 7.3 

TA.NC!H 12.2 4 9.4 12.2 7.6 9.0 7.3 

WLTIPIE TAN 3.4 14 28 21 17.4 14.0 6.2 

CUCTFO rw 5.4 40 - - 50.0 50.0 6.0 

Hflte*:     1    Uro offset of.f)app1r9 hlng?. 
2   equivalent to lirgo offset of fUpptng Mttqc. 



WIND 

10 

(a) 

CABLE ANGLE CONTROL 

(b) 

GROUND REFERENCE 

CO 

MULTIPLE  RESTRAINTS 

Figure 3B.   Position Control Concepts. 



In the cable angle control concept, the control of the vehicles posilicr 
is ir.direct arni depends entirely on the wind and the pull exerted on the 
cable by tie air vehicle. For 100O feet of elccMc power cable weighinc 
135 pounds and having a diameter of 0.4Q inch, the downwind displacement 
of the air vehicle ir EO-tnat winds WAS determined to be ZOO feet with a 
vertical pull en the cable of 800 pcunds. If the pull is reduced to 400 
pounds, the displaceirent increasei to 40D feet. 

The cable angle control coicept is slnole and has been used operationally 
in Kaman's K-13/ antenna support system, but It cannot moot the baseline 
station-keeping requirements of t Z5 meters with reasonable values of 
lift,    tt ray tc a good concept for sow missions not rtQulring tight 
position control. 

The system recenmended for station keeping utillies a ground-based 
position reference (fiqure 35h) and a ground-to-air data link to transmit 
position errors to the control system in the air vehicle.    Several nech- 
anizations are possible,jind ro difficulty should be experienced in nain- 
taining the vehicle within the allowable t 5 degree cone.    The cable 
loads used in the aerial vehicle siring work in Se<tion 3 were all cal- 
culated for zero lateral displacement in platfom position. 

Figure 38 shews a third oosition control concept utiliiirg nultiplp re- 
straints.    This .approach is not reconrnended for forward area tethered 
platforms because of the Jeployment and reaction time probleros and power 
penalties described in Section 5.1. 

The altitude control  requirements In the performance specification can 
be met with a locked winch.    All vehicles were sized to carry 1050 feet 
of cable and Vif- cable tension at the air vehicle was set to maintain a 
minimLim altitude of 950 feet in 50-k.not winds. 

5.5   A-Jtcmatic FHeht Control Systems 

The basic means for stabilizing and controlling the candidate air vehicles 
was discussed In Sections 5.1  and 5.2 and relative control effectiveness 
was assessed.    Except for Rabenhorst's multiple fan concept, all air 
vehicles require servomechanisms for •hree-axis attitude control and some 
means, air or ground-based, for rotor or fan speed control.    Some differ- 
ences in the number of servos required and  in their perfor-arce will 
exist, and these differences should be assessefl as necessary before 
selecting the preferred approach. 

The sensors and electronic circuits required to stabilize and control 
the various vehicles will  be functionally if not physically equivalent, 
and there will  be little basis for choosing between aerial  platforp con- 
cepts by comparing automatic flight control  systems. 

/; 
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SECTION 6 

GRCJNQ FQUIWf.HT 

lity. maintainabtlUy ani Held aperability are just 
rfonnance of the tethered platform.    Therefore, the 
red by each tvpe of tethered platform must be con- 
en of the best overall approach.    The limited scoae 
dalailed design of qroond ccr'sonenio or <Jcta>1ed 
ir.cbOity analyses.    However, an attempt was i^ade 
maintainiibility and Meld oporability of t^e 

relative basis by identifying the essential char- 
or components of th.- ground support system. 

Thts section deals with air vehicle power systems, the tether cable man- 
agement systems» and the launch/retrieve platforms.    Ground equipment 
for the recooTi<rt<Jed system is described in snme detail  in Section 12, and 
equipment associated with sensor operation and field nissions  is covered 
In Section 13. 

6.1    Fuel  Purpitv) Systers 

The Interaction between air vehicle corftquration 9nd <;roun<J equipment 
is reflected in fuel flons and cable size and weight.    Air vehielp sizinri 
was based on ground purpinq pressures of 10O0 psl. 

Figures 19 and 20 show tie variation in cable properties as a function of 
fuel  flow.    For the conventional gear-driven rotor syltcn, the calculated 
fuel flow is 89 Ib/hr and the corresocmlino cable weicht ar.d dia-eter 
are 0.095 lb/ft and 0.5 inch.    The hiqhest feel  flow, 366 Ib/r.r. occurs 
with the tip iroup.ted pulse jet.    The tether cable for this systpm would 
weigh O.U lb/ft and hs^e a diameter of 0.58 inch. 

ng system would vary with 
ons would be a small per- 
cost.    Therefore,  in fie 
Mwer svstera., a single 

id equip'ent was esti- 
conservatively esti-ated 

1  heavy duty equipment, 
able to handle the fuel 

Tlie size and weight (and cost) of the fuel pu-pi 
the platform concept selected, but these variati 
centaqe of the overall system, si ye, weight, and 
corparison of pir.ped fuel concepts with electric 
set of values for size, welqht and power of grou 
mated. The size of the fuel p-jmptng station was 
at 10 cubic feet and the weicht, using comercia 
at 500 pounds, h one horsepower pimp should be 
flow of the selected system. 

6.2    Electric Power Systems 

Cable sizes and weights, and air vehicle motor weiohts, were all based 
on a 400 H,. 3-phase. 2200-volt ground power syste-'.    Cable Meiyhts and 
sizes are shown in Figures 27 and ZB. and the values  for the aerial plat- 
foms studies vary fnn 0.12 to 0.2 lb/ft and 0.45 inch to 0.6 inch.    The 
calculated motor horsepower requirements vary frwi 81 for the 
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iync'iropter 10 W6 for the ducted fan. 

The «we, weight and cost of the ground power generating jystem will vary 
considerably with the power reqyireisents of the selected concept. 
Table XXYl st»ows esliinaled slies and weights 'or a 120 rVA generating 
systrm. The generator's s»ic and weight were based nn  data O* coitmercl- 
ally available machines. A diesel engine was assumed as prime never. 

If an aircraft type turboshaft engine and a specially d«signed llght- 
wei^M generator were assumed, the total weight of  the electric power 
station could probably be reduced from 4000 pounds to 1000 pounds. The 
cost wd fuel consumption would ccrla^ly increase, but these options 
Should be kepi in mind while evaluating coiT<iet1ng concepts. 

6.3 Compressed Air Systems 

The estisiated physical properties of ground eguipment for the cold com- 
pressed air system are also listed in Table XXVI. The compressor was 
rated at 500 psi and 6.0 lb/sec and requires a ?SO0-horsepower drive 
system. A turboshaft engine was assumed to keep weight and sije down to 
reasonable values- 

6.4 Cable Management Systems 

The winches in the various syStcws are sired by the diameters atnl Biinltiuo 
bend radii for the tether cables. A driven storage reel was assumed in 
each systew in lieu of powered capstans, and cables are stored under 
tension. One thousand feel of cable is stored in two lays to prevent 
eKcesswe trushir^ forces on the stored cable. Winch sizes and weights 
are given in Table XXVI for typical electric and pumped fuel systems and 
for the cold conpressed air systews. 

ch drive pwer is estimated at 15 h-rsepuwer for electric and pomped 
1 systems and ?5 horsepower for the compressed air concspt. 

tflnc 
fuel sys 

As described in Section 3.3.3. the electric oower cables were designed 
to a surface tc«oerature of ISOT to keep the diameter low. This will 
probably dictate w»nch cooling during ground running of the aerial ve- 
hicle and flight operation with parltjl cable deployment. A winch cooler 
with a rating of 3 BTU/sec has been eslinated and is described In Table 
XXVI as part of the electru system equit-ment. 

6.$ Laimch/getrieve Platfom 

No attempt was wade in this study to optimize the air veMcle/platfon* 
interface, w.th the possible exceptions of tfe ducted fan and the multi- 
ple fan concepts, each of the vehicles could be configured to mate with 
lelecteo launch and retrieve mechanisms. 

Throwghout the study a simple flat platform with a central hole for cable 
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TABLE XXVI. COMPARISON Of HAJOR GROUND STATION COMPONENTS 

S 

SIZE 

«JCHT    <LB) 

pom 

ELECTRIC SYSTERS 

96* lon^ 
3S* .l-> 
<8"  Mh^ 

(1) (OOO 

)75 HP 

««. KIMCH 

33* Lornj 
35* W1<1» 
30* High 

U) tooa 

{2C<VA 

J6" Oil 

MO 

15 Iff 

M1KCH 
cootn 

48" UliJe 
35- High 

no 

PUKPED FUEL 
SYSTEMS  

»UIL 

3 O* 

1} Otrtel eng1i«*. 
rnrrclil Qra 
rxraft typ« turbothjft engln*. 

2) Cororrclii gniJe M)u1pnent. 
3> Air 

10* long 
70* M1d« 
2\- HlgD 

1 «? 

uir»;M 

PULPED COLD 
COMPRESSED AU SYSTEH 
fRIH£ 
WJVfft 

40'  Long 

SM 

is fr 

IM* Long 
H* K«gh 
W Uldc 

IOOOO) 

noo 

C001L« 

1D0- long 
7?" fcJdc 
W H«gh 

ieoo<2) 

??(» HP 

WINCH 

;r ou. 
♦8" lixrg 

2300 

n w 
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routing was assunftJ for launching and retricvinq the air vehicle.    In 
comparing concepts, tht only effect on platforms is a change in sire and 
possibly structural strength.    If the integral fuel concept is eliminated 
from furfiur consideration dje to its excessive size (with 5 to 12 Jiours 
endurance), plitfon size wo-jld probably vary from 10 feet by 10 feet for 
the snallest ilr vehicles to 14 by 14 for tho largest, 
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SECTION 7 

STSTFH SAFnY 

By rt'coqtizina the potential dangers, and by ipplyir.g w-ell  knowi desiqn 
rules, all  cancc^TS can hv: rade safe fc their inT^nrfed operation In the 
field-    None of :*!& systpms involve material handling, eqiiii)~cit ori^ra- 
Hon. or po;<;nt1al hiiardj that ar* npiu to thj fifld prunes.    The follw- 
ina safety review ii intended to bring lo the surface those poiential 
hazards which may bear on :ne selection of the b(*st overall approach for 
the tethered Dlfllfcirm. 

7.?    Fire 

All lystetns require futl.    Diesel  ail or jet enqine fuel will be used in 
the electric powr aeneratinq systems, and Jet enntnt fuel will be u^pd in 
the air vehicle In all puffped-fvel conceots.    Diesel oil and JP-4 fuel 
have essentially the same flash point, but the air vehicle's fuel will be 
pumped at hioh orcssune.    The hiah pressure lines and cquioment must be 
separated fro-i innitiofl sources to minimise fire dancers.    The utroinal 
pu-pir.q pressure of 1000 psi   is well Mi thin tho capability Of existinq 
Qualified equiprsnt, and the fuel  flows of 0.3 and 0.* gallon per ninule 
do not present nuch of a hazard. 

7.Z    illch VoUaqe 

The ZECO-volt powr system would not present «ny new himrds to field 
operations.    The desitjn rules and handling precautions used in exfstinn 
220/440 volt field power cjenerators would be applicable. 

The winch would be operated remotely (In all systems) and shock dangers 
from insulation failure should not exist.    The power cables are critical 
to system oce^ation a^ well as systen sa'ety and the new designs ir^st 
be properly qualified . 

7.3 explosions 

Air at 500 psi is danaerovs. and appropriate safety matrqins mist be 
applied to the designs of all mechanical components if a syster usinq 
P!r;ped compressed air were selected. The accumulator for pressure reou- 
latlon should be kept as small as possible and should be shielded. The 
full lenoth of cable in such a system nould contain about 25 cubic feet 
of air, and it would oc prudent to shield the winch. 

7.4 High Velocity OoMnwash 

The ducted fan cojld cause sone problers when operating (launch!nn and 
retrieving only) over sandy and rocky soils, and it may be necessary to 
place protective mats around the launch platform. 
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The light disc loading rotor systers will have much lower dowiwash velo- 
city and their small size should not fause any problems. Dtperidinq on 
the soil conditions, protective mats, 12 to 15 feet in length, could be 
placed on the qround around the launch plitforrj to prevent itcnes drvi 
debris from jj^int; blonri around. Lightweight, fabric irjts could bp used 
and rolled up oyt of the way after launch or retrieval. 

7.5 Unshielded Rotors 

Rotor iteiqht from the baie of the air vehicle varies from 5 to 7 feet, hut 
all vehicles will be ooerated front a platform rountcd on  the bed of a 
truck. Rotor Piciqhl frtm the ground will be lU feet or more. 

7.6 Lightning 

The tethered platfom will  be expected to operate in weather where danger 
of lightning strikes exists.    The Lightmi'g Transient and Rssoarch Insti- 
tute, under a grant fror. Kaman Aerospace Corporation, provided the follow- 
ing technical guidance. 

A conducting sheath <;i"sild be placed on the outside of all cables to pre- 
vent the cab^s fr'm btin^j daniaqed by lightning.    A Ko, 4 AWj equivalent 
hard drawn cepper braid could handle 95 percefit (up to 100,000 am>s) of 
the li^htnir; st'-ihe?. and could serve as the tension riert^r in tt-e tether. 
A layer of po'vcthelyne, 55 mils thick, placed under the braid would in- 
sulate any other conducting plerents in the tether from the voltage drop 
due to lig'itning currents. 

The shield of the tetrer cable should be well qrounded, and transient 
protection devices should be installed on the siqna!  lines between the 
ground control station equipment end the winch,    TITP control  station must 
be jonstructed to act us a Faraday caqc for personflOl, ftrtd w^prinH 
should not be allo^d on the ground in the vicinity of the tether point 
when a storm approaches.    Slmole warning devices such as corona points 
on poles or mcro amnctcrs momtcrtna changes in the electric field 
should be used to warp of liqhtninq danficrs.    If the rilitary sltuiticvn 
perrits, the elevated platform should L: retrieved when electric storm 
activity is hiqn. 

Equionent within the air vehicle can be orotected frcm lightning tran- 
sient1! by a coMuctino skin on the vehicle.    If metallic rotor blades 
are used, a qooc" conductinq path rust be provided from the blades to 
the shield of the tether cable. 



SECTION 8 

SYSTCM EVALUAT1CV 

Several  characteristics of tet^sred platforri have been analyzed In the 
preceding sc.tions, aid it shcu^d b(* clfar t^ifll raiy options exist for 
implementfncj the bascltre systc-n specifications.    A creat deal of quanti- 
tative data has been cenprated, but it was not possible, within the 
scope of this proqram, to set up a tfetcmnniinic evaluation rodel  to 
establish the single best overall  approach.    Sore characteristics such 
as reliability were not assessed except In d oualitdtwe way.    Others 
such as conolexlty can only be Jutloed in a general  tri relative ndnn«r. 
Nevertheless, tire critical data Is available and good selections can be 
nade. 

T*ble XXVII Hits the factors that have beer considered In ttie selection 
process.    The task has been to find, within the baseline specifications, 

tn 
(2) 
13) 
(4) 

the best-rotary wing lift concept 
the best system for driving the rotary wir5(s) 
the best way to get the long endurance, and 
the best system for stabilising and controlling the aerial 
platform. 

The search for the b^st apprMch is presented here in a prcqi-essivt- Man- 
ner: first, certain ccmcepts are rejected; second, basic advantages and 
disadvantages of good concepts are described; and third, the corseting 
systems {the finalists) are described and a selection is r-ade of Ue 
systeir best suited to meet baseline specifications. In Section 9, the 
baseline specifications are examined, certain chanqes are suggested, and 
an alternative design is recoincnded. 

0.1 Rejected Concepts 

6.1.1 Autogyro 

The auto9yro was considered only for the sake of completeness.    Its 
basic Tight characteristics prevent it from meeting the station-keeping 
or payload-pointlnj requirements. 

8.1.2    Integral  Fuel 

The maxinwni endurance available with platforms carrying fuel in airborne 
tanks is approximately 12 Kjurs.    Regardless of hon the lift would be 
generated, these vehicles would be very large, heavy, and costly.    There 
are no significant offsetting advantages in the tether cable or ground 
stations when the integral fuel concept is compared against the pumpod- 
fuel or electrically-powered concepts. 

■ [ 
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B.1.3    Pumped Compressed Air 

The systen usirg cold high-pressure air purapcd frcm the groi/nd and tip 
nonles to drive the rotor Uici 16W pounds of ftx-l  per hour of fliqhl 
The poor overall cff'-cicncy o' the system together with the hiqh tpns' 
lojdi on the larqe tether in lO-krot winds defeats this coiccpt.    The 
feflsibility of the tether cable is also in doubt, 

8.1.a    Tip mounted Ran and Pulse Jets 

qht. 
tension 

The fuel consumption of the ram end pulse jet systems was calculated to 
be approximately 3!i0 pojnds per hour. This is srven timei; Mqher than the 
best elcctricaUy pwered sy^^cms ar.d twice as hiqh as the coM cycle. 
punped fuel system. Trie vehicles are as heavy and tht>  rotors arc as 
larqc as several of the gearbox driven rotor con^pts. 

H»ien compared to gear-driven rotor systems with fjrboshdft engines, the 
Simplicity of the t'p jet systems appears to be overwhelring. flyt 
notwithstitnding the several demonstrations of this concept in small one- 
man helicopters, the cwicept fs unproven. The srall, hiqh RPI* rotors 
have tip centrifugal accelerations of over 2000  q's, and significant fuel 
distribution, combustion, and rotor blade dyns^lc problcns must be over- 
cone before a reliable, long-life system could be produced.  

The inability to reduce the IR signature Of a tip jet syster is a further 
deterrent for forward area missions. 

B.1.5 Multiple Fans 

One concept utilizing eioht fans was examined. Mo si/e and weight ad- 
vantaqes were found, and the horsepower required Is 50 to to percent 
higher than in more conventional concepts. 

Except for novelty, rotivation for the multiple fan concept *: hsrd to 
find. Beyond its poor efficiency (without compensatinq size and weioht 
advantages) is its Questionable controllability, fldbenhorst (Reference 
2) recornerds control by varying the speed of the fnns. This reouires 
a good bit of hardware, it would probably require overrated rntors, and 
It generates pitchinq and roll mo moments slowly; also, flow interaction 
between adjacent rotors will rei^jce the effectiveness, of fan speed 
changes well below what miqht he predicted. 
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B.1.6   Ducted Fan 

The ductN fjn requires twice the horsepower (and fuel) of tne co-;i?tinq 
clcctricaUy pswert'd co-opts.    This is offset by the use of STtiplc, 
small,  fued pitch fans In lifiu of large cycllc-pltch-ientrollert rotors. 
If the speed differences (370O RPH vs 700 RPM) and rclctive drive sfJaft 
and hearing problen^. are irtded to the scales, whjt Is left over from the 
cempirison is the question of stability and control. 

Free-flying ducted fans have not de-»nstrated adequate stdbiHty in 
gusty air or at irtoderite airspeeds mich less an atjility to ccntrol th.eir 
nttityde in fl precise MnfT£*r or provide a suitable platfom for sensors. 
The addition o* a tether would prnbahly worsen the stability and control 
problem unless the tether cable forces >-cn"e used in the attitude control 
system as in fairchild's RtUVATOR. 

8.2   Candidate Concepts 

8.2.1    Reaction Driven Rotor Concepts 

Three tip driven concepts renkstn for consfderation, all utlllrinq fuel 
pumped from th^ ground, and burned in a turbine engine.    Tlie rotor is 
driven by; 

(1) expanding conpressed air in (rotor) tip nozzles (cold cycle) 
(2) cxhiiustiRg products of combustion in tip jets (hot cycle) 
(3) by burning fuel    with compressed air in a tip jet. 

The essential charaderistics of the aerial platfom for each of these 
concepts are as follms: 

Cold Hot Tip 
Cycl.5 C«k BuuLina 

721 465 4AA 
967 701 704 
19.3 17.0 17.1 

440 288 139 
ISJ U2 237 

Empty Weight    (lb) 
Gross Weight    (lb) 
Rotor Dfameter (ft) 
Cngine Rating (hp) 
luel flow    (Ib/hr) 

The tip bumini] system is somewhat sirallcr and lighter than the cold 
cycle system, bjt it is substantiiilly less efficient In ftsl  consiflrplion, 
It will have c^Aust'on and rotor blade dynamic problems sirilar to the 
ram jet concept and there is no reason to choose it over the cold cycle 
system. 

The hot cycle system is also smaller and lighter than the cold cycle 
system and has a lower fuel consumption!    but it has substantial  techno- 
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logical disadvantagas.    A rotar life of 6000 tiouri or nore Is essential 
for the long endurance platform.    No reasonable projection of existin*} 
•.ethnology could predict such A life for it hot cycle rotor.    The cost of 
the rotor  in d hoi cyclP system,   i'  it c   .Id  be tkwf?lappd, would surc!> 
be several  times the cost cf tht rotor in a cold cycle '.y'.^m.    As in 
the c^ic lor lip burning, there is  insufficient rpasan to choose hoi 
cycle ovr cold cycle 'or A re.lc:ion driver sysltm. 

Ml reaction driven systems require auxiliary dev "    for headir.g ildblli- 
zation and control.    For the cold cycle syslccu the :.est approach is to 
employ control nozzles mounted nr. thP airfrane aed bleed ror'Dressed jir 
fror* the turbine driven corprcssor (as don? by Domlcr  in Ktihitz).    With 
proper selection of nozr.le thrust level arid nioment arms, good yiw control 
should be possible without excessive power drain.    Pitch and roll  atti- 
tude control  should be ir-plemented wtth rotor Hade cyclic rtitcii controls. 

The cold cycle reaction driven rotor, utili?ii 
compressor (or intenral compressor) and fuel ^ 
represents a good approach for the loig erdura 
platform,     it can be 'Tiplemented with existirg 
rotor all  the harrfwars is probahl/ aviilable), 
are well knoM*!,    Ka-an dosiijncd and dcvcloncd 
systems and its K-17 first fleK in 1958.    S-jd 
cold cycle helicopter and Dornier has been dev 
line.    Dornier's Keibit/ tethered platfc-rn, cu 
for tne Federal Republic of Germany,  is a dire 
Do3? technology,    Cold cycle rotor drive syst£ 
used in free-flying helicopters because of the 
a tethered system, this is not a fatal  flaw. 

8.2,2    Turboshaft Engine Driven Rotor Concepts 

5 a turhosha't pngire-driven 
.    jed frcTi the pro-jna, 
nee ttthercd roiiry-wlmi 
technolccy (except '"or the 
an;! its characteristics 

one cf tfcc firit cold cycle 
Hviation prodLcsd the Djinn 
eloping the '   12  for sore 
rrently unifer i; ■■■eloprnfrnt 
ct appl ictiticn &* Doriler's 
~i hive ■   t  : -en widely 
ir poor  'ue') econwy.     !fi 

A larqe family of aerial platforms can be designed utilizing turboshaft 
e'tijEnes, gearboxes and shafts to drive the rotors, and fuel  pumped 
fror the qroyniJ to obtain long endurance.    In Section 3.2 only the con- 
ver.tional main/tail rotor conficiuration was sized for purged fi/el, but the 
comparable characteristics of platforms usiro othe" rotor ty^PS can be 
estimated accurately from the data on electrically powered shaft-driven 
rotor systems niven In Sect'.oi 3,3.    The data on pumped '^el alatforrs 
In Table XXVEII vas obtained by scaling the e'ect"^ systi     data to 
pjraped-fuel/elpctric-power ratios for the convr^-it ional  rotor confiqura- 
ticr..    As exppcted. there is little dlfferertf u   fjfl^ht or hor^e^cxer 
a.nd the selection of the best shaft-driven concept nust be based or. other 
factors. 
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TABLE XXVHI.    CCMPflRTSON OF POHPED FUEL, SHAFT DRIVEN CONCEPTS 

Empty Weight (lb) 

Gross Weight {]b) 

Rotor Diameter (ft) 

Englr.e Rating (HP) 

Fuel Flow (16/hr) 

Conventional 
Helicopter 

391 

613 

16.1 

131 

S9 

Coaxial 

422 

641 

16.3 

117 

79 

Synchropter 

414 

635 

16.2 

115 

78 

Tandea 

396 

616 

12.5 

123 

83 



The relative size of th« fnyr concepts can be assfi^ed liy comparing the 
sketches in. Figures 30 ^.rou^h 33 on the electric -.lowered counterparts. 
All could be operated from truck-mojnted pUtforms without difficulty, 
bjt the coaxial and thn tindem concepts my Dreser>t some problems in 
transport.    Ttie height of the coaxial rotor was estinatPd at a.7 feet, and 
hoinht restrictions for roid travel within Europe and the U.S. will  leave 
only 4 feet or so for laincl- platform 'leipht above fi" rojd bed.    The 
tondem conceot may require -.f-oval of at least ore rotor blade to pre- 
vent excessive overhang from th<? rear of the transportina vehicle. 

The large airframe of t?ie tandem rotor machine would make it easier to 
detect visually or by r?dar, bvi its displaced rotors qive it IftMlUdt 
naitenl ^alincinq characteristics and larcte tether cable forces can be 
handled with less restrfctions on cable load offset.    However,  the tanden 
normd'Iy uses differential rotor Itft to oMain this high decree of con- 
trol with external  payloads and, as described earlier, differential 
collective pitch controls (for toul lift control) are unnecessary in a 
tethered platform and should be avoided. 

Complexity of rechanization varies in the four c^.-cepts 
drive shafts with associated gearboxes, and two sets of 
must be pro/ided for each vehicle.    The coax wUh iti  i 
shafts ard its pig^ybaci: controls is the mo^t comolex. 
system is doninant in the helicopter world because of  i 
speed perforti'iKe.    But two different, sets of drive sha 
rotors and rotor controls mjst be designed, developtd, 
nalntalired.    The synr.hrcpter arwJ the tanden utilize a s 
rotors, main drive shafts, and rotor controls, and the 
only one gearbox and does not have long, high-speed dri 

Two rotors,  two 
rotor controls 

nner a"d outer 
.The c^tvcntional 
ts  sup^rinr high- 
Cts, gearfcoxes, 
manufeicturcd, arl 
ir.gle design for 
^ynchropter Mas 
ve shafts. 

Insofar as reliability, maintainability and cost can bo Jucigwl by ccjnting 
mechanisms of differing designs ard complexity, the synchrojHor is the 
best of the candidate shaft-driven rotor systeirs. 

Station-keeping and directional control  in the presence of high winds was 
discussed in Section 5.2.    Of the shaft-driven concepts, only the coaxial 
is purely cmnidirectional.    The tandem could be sized for sideward fllqht 
at 50 knots. ?nd t're tail rotor of the convcTitiO'ta^ confi«iuratio*i wyld 
certainly be designed by the requirement to hold the airfrare within t 2 
degrees of a selected corjsss heading with 50 knot winds ccmirg from the 
side or the rear.    The synchropler would not have directional  control 
problems, but  it mav nat be able to nrovide sufficient side force to r*;et 
the station keeping requirements nith winds of 50 knots fro^ the side. 
In the synchro^ters produced by Kaman, only the windward rotor is used to 
generate side forces.    These aircraft, produced for 000. have demon- 
strated sideward flight with satisfactory directional control at airspeeds 
up to 35 knots. 
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8.t.3 E1ectr<ce11y fowrfd Concepts 

The cOmpar«son o* turboshaft-driven rotor concepts given above U coe- 
oletely applicable to the 'our electrically powered concepts that remain 
to be evaluated. Nothing in the drive system or the source of energy 
will chjnoe the relative ranking of the carpeting concepts. Therefore. 
this last step in the "valuation is an assessment of the rerlts of elec- 
trical power and trators relative to putrced fuel and turboshaft engines. 

Electrical power syite^s are feasible for the tethered platfom. Designs 
have been presented to Kaman over the past few years for lightweight 
motors utili/inq state-of-the-art designs for shafts, bearings, lubrica- 
tion jystms, cooling systems and insulation. In 1958, Kamsn flew an HTr 
synchroetcr with a P^O-f-oriepower motor that weighted only 188 pounds. 
Induction nctors have (}ood torque-speed characteristics and 4-pole. 400 
Hr irolori wkih operating speeds near IJ.ono rpm do not require excess

1ve 
gearimi to drive the rotors. Generating power at 2200 volts results In a 
reasonable diawter and weight for the tether cable and Is well within 
the slate of the art of Insulation materials for the motor. 

The ground power oenerating system can also be developed with a straight- 
forward application of existing technology. A diesel or « turboshaft 
enqine can be used to drive the generator, and tl'e only special requlre- 
oent is the need for qcftcrator speed control during starting. If the 
weight of the ground po*er station Is not critical, the necessary 2200 
volts, 3 •>, 400 H. power could be generated with existing 220/440 volts 
power units and a transformer used to get ??00 volt power for tians- 
BiSSion to the aerial platform. 

The overall MMoht of the electrical power system Is nuch higner than the 
weight of the ground equipment In pumped fuel -.ystens. Table XXVl lists 
the cor^ponents values, and if a diesel enoine 1^ used together with a 
conrtercial 2200 volt generator, the ground station would weioh 4R00 
pound',.  If jn cx-.stiflg generator were used with a 4*0/2200 volt trans- 
fjnner, the total wriqht would be close to 6OO0 pounds. If a turboshaft 
engine and a special lightweight 2200 volt generator were used, the total 
weight would be only 1200 to 1500 pounds. 

On a procureffent cost basis, the electrical power systems and the purtped 
fuel systems are approximately equal, fstimates of unit costs, in 
limited production, of motors, 2201 volt generators, and controls wrre 
received froi« three companies and varied frcn $16,000 to S20,000 for a 
complete system. If a diesel enqinc were used to drive the generator, 
the total cost of the power system would be very close to the cost of 
the fuel puirplng system. Its controls, and the airborne turboshaft 
engine- 

On an efficiency basis. tf>e electrical power systems hove tfie edge over 
punped fuel concepts. Assuwinq diesel drive, an electrically powered 
synchropler would require 50 pounds of fuel per hour of operations while 
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*hc lurboihsft iwwer<d iynclropter would require  78 pounds/hour, 

The oirrped fuel, tgrbotWt engine concepts havo two ilqnlficant advan- 
t«qe$ over tf>ctr electrically rouer^d counterparts.    First, ^ully devel- 
oped and qualified engines and fuel punpinq syste«s exist, and second, 
the air vehicle can t< retrieved safely if the qround power system {fuel 
pucrp power, fuel pump, or pim» controls) fails     Fuel would be purrced to 
a small tank in the aerial vehicle and a reserve maintained for retrie- 
val. 

• 

■ • 

4   . 

Both of these advantages could be overcome, or at least largely so. h> 
funded developrtents of the critical  components in the electrical power 
systc«.    The potential reliability of electric motors and oencrators  is 
certainly higher th^n the potential reliability of aircraft turboshaft 
engines,    Although there is more equlpme-.t In the power train, an exist- 
ing dlcsel. perhaps overrated slightly, coupled to a properly qualified 
generator, and motor, could give better overall mission reliability than 
the fuel f-urplng systen and the airborne turt>oshafl engine. 

8.3   Selected Concept 

Ontll suitable electrical power systems are developed and tK'r field 
reliability demonstrated to be superior to turboshaft engines, the 
tethered platform should be powered by a turboshaft engine an^ long 
endurance obtained by pimping fuel   from the ground. 

The choice of lift systen is not as clear.    The shaft-driven rotor sys- 
tems are much more efficient in their use of fuel  than  the cold cycle 
reaction drive system; they are smaller and lighter, but, except for the 
synchrooter and perhaps the tandem, they will  probably cost more and 
be wore difficult to saintain.    The synchropter may not be able to meet 
the station-keeping requirement In 50-knot side winds. 

The cold cycle reaction driven rotor systen is the. best approach for im- 
plementing the baseline specifications.  It is a proven concept, and can 
meet the station-keeping requir*»ents with 50-knat winds from any dir- 
ection. 

Attitude stabilization and control  should be obtained by cyclic pitch 
controls, and collective pitch mechanisss should be avoided if at all 
possible.    The lift of the vehicle should be allowed to vary with the 
wind jnd pewer controlled to maintain a constant RW of the fixed pitch 
rotor.    Yaw control  In the cold cycle concept should be obtained by ex- 
panding compressed air in body mounted noxiles. 

A turboshaft-driven tandem rotor is a good alternative to the cold cycle 
concept for the baseline speclflcdlions. 

m 
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SECTION 9 

AMLVS1S OF THE BASEL INC SPECIFICATION 

The rssuUs of I'lft study have clearly defnonstr^teil the impact of certdln 
speciflc^lfor pirameters on the salection of configuration for tbe 
aeridl platform.    The requirpment for 16 hours efldurarce makes fuel 
economy a critical  factor and dictates cither pu—twj fuel or grourj 
generated electric power.    Station keeping in £0-knot w'nds drtvos the 
selection tOMirtl omnidirectional  rotor systems while the requirement 
for a high, degree of stabilUaticn and control has eH-:inates1 irurginal 
attitude control concepts.    All otlwr speciftcations - rate of clisib, 
altitude, payload, and almospfieric conditions - icoact tkF size and DO«er 
Of tli« tethered platform but do not affect th* selection. 

In the course of the study, conferences were held with <)overnrent qroups 
developing mission sensors, and possible changes to the baseline specifi- 
cations were discussed.    The station-keeping requirement was examined 
in some detail since station keeping in high winds causes the airframe 
to tfH at fairly large angles to achieve force and nt-fnt oquiliDrlum. 
In Section S.4 the trim attitude in 50 knots was estimated to be about 
12 degrees.*   For rany body-mounted payloads, a variation of \ 12 degrees 
in elevation angle will have an adverse effect en size, weight awJ cost. 
With stabilized, trainable sensors, the impact night r.ot be as great 
but terrain scanning would be skewed by the trim attitudes of the air- 
frame. 

The only practical mean;, for reducing the trim attitude angles of the 
airframe involve movement of the cable attachment.    This concept was 
previously rejected as a means for acMevlr.g dynaruc stability and con- 
trol, hut it could be used for quasi-static control of fuselarie attltt-'do. 
Moderately fast servos could translate the cable attachment point  in 
response to signals fror an attitude pyro.    Two-degree-of-frecdorr notion 
would have to be provided to xaintain a level  fuselage for all combina- 
tions of wind directiens and fuselage headings. 

Although a possible solution 
coveable cable attaclrents 1 
generally agreed that tight 
those nlssions where precise 
necessary and whf * U was 1 
vehicle in a disp.aced posit 
of approximately 500 feet wi 
disolacement with 700 pounds 

to the trim problen,  the mechanisation of 
s complex and was not pursued.    It was 
station keeping should he waived except for 
knowledge of the platform's position was 

mpossfble or impractical  to track the 
ion.    Analyses showed downwind positions 
th 4Q0 pounds of cable tension and 300 feet 
of cable tension in SO-knot winds. 

• This value assu-es that the tether cable exerts no .xoment; a fi^d 
cable attachment point below the e.g. will make it larger. 
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No difficulty should be experienced in tracking the aerial vehicle from 
the ground station. The instrumentation would be similar to that 
required for position sensing in the station-keeping concept, and a 
ground-to-air dynamic control loop would be eliminated. Flight tests 
at Kaman with the K-137 antenna support vehicle have also shown that 
yaw control performance is much be'-cer when the cable tows the rotor 
than it Is when the rotor tows the cable. 

If station keeping over the ground tether point is waived, the airframe 
can be maintained in a level attitude at all times regardless of wind 
direction and magnitude. The air vehicle will drift to that position 
where the tether cable will balance all horizontal fortes on the rotor(s) 
or airframe. The control concept can be implemented simply with a verti- 
cal gyro measuring pitch and roll attitude error and generating commands 
for the longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch servos. If vehicle trans- 
lations due to gusts are unacceptable to the mission sensors, they can 
be damped and reduced in any one, of three ways: (1) by sensing the 
vehicle's translational accelerations or velocities, (2) by sensing in- 
stantaneous changes in the cable angle from a quasi-static reference 
value, or (3) by tracking the vehicle from the ground and sending stab- 
ilization commands to the air vehicle based on changes in location from 
a quasi-static position. Reference 9 indicates that Dornier has a com- 
bination of methods (1) and (2) in their prototype Keibitz platform. 
Method 3 is identical to the basic overhead station-keeping concept with 
a slowly varying reference position. 

All aerial, vehicles would, benefit from a. relaxation of the tight station- 
keeping specification in the face of 50-knot winds.  In addition to the 
improvements in performance and the simplification of controls, rotor 
blade cyclic stresses would be significantly reduced and rotor blade 
life» for all designs, would be increased. Some fuel savings could also 
be achieved since the horsepower required to support the downwind cable 
with a (substantially) vertical thrust vector is less than the horse- 
power required to tow the cable for overhead station keeping at 50 knots*. 

Downwind station keeping should also improve the survivability of the 
system since the opposing forces could not infer the position of the 
ground station by tracking the air vehicle. 

Based on the above considerations, the requirement for station keeping 
within 25 meters of a point directly over the ground station was 
officially deleted from the baseline specification in favor of a re- 
quirement for a level airframe under all wind conditions. The impact 
of this change in specification is discussed in the next section. 

* See Figure 51 for cable deployment with essentially vertical thrust 
and constant horsepower. Horsepower (and f-jel consumption) could be 
reduced until the bottom cable angle in steady winds approached a mini- 
mum clearance value of 30°. 

i .1 
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SECTIOM 10 

KCVALUATION OF THt SELECTCD BASELINE SYSTEM 

In Section 8,2-2 several turboshaft driven rotor sysiers were anlyzed 
and the synchropter was judged to be superior to the coaxial, tand** and 
conventional configuraLions in terms of reliability, maintainability 
and cost. With the requlrtment for precision station keeping deleted 
from the baseline specification, the iynchropter was rcevaluated and 
subsequently recommended a* the best overall lift concept for t'le- 
tetnerpd platform. That rccvaluation rf the synchropter, and the 
previously selected cold-cycle reaction driven rotor concept, is sumwr- 
Ized below. 

10.1 General CharactPrtstics 

The esspntial physical characteristics of the cold cycle and synchrooter 
platforrs are listed in Table XXIX, and ervgineerfng sketches are stwwn 
fn Fiqurcs 39 ar.d dQ. 

TABLE XXIX. GENfRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPETING COKtPTS*- 

Fmply Weight (lb) 

Gross Weight (Ih) 

Rotor Diameter (ft) 

Engine Rating (h?) 

Fuel Flow (Ib/hr) 

Cold Cycle Syr.chrnjter 

720 407 

967 629 

19.3 16.2 

440 114 

184 89 

• These values irri  fro-* the Task 1 sizinq study and give equal perfor- 
rance on the original specifications 

The synchroptor is 300 pounds lighter and its fuel flow is only 43 per- 
cent of the cold cycle value. For t?i£ specified xiidurance of 16 hsursi 
the cold cycle systen reouires 450 gallons of fuel whereas the synchrop- 
ter needs only ?20 ^allofis. 

Evaluatinq cwnplexity of the two concepts Is very difficult since the 
concepts are drastically different. However, the significant and 
reasurable aspects of system complexity are its costs, its reliability, 
and its maintenance requirements. Wiile a precise Quantitative evalua- 
tion of these pararoeteri cannot be made at this time without detailed 
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designs, cost analyses, and reltabilUy amJ irainiairwbllliy projections, 
it is possible to rake sone meaningful comparisons and to assess then on 
a relative basis. 

The cold cycle system has a large (440 horsepower) turbirff enqin* with 
excess bleed air capabtlity (special air load stages OP a sepjrate shaft- 
driven con-pressor are allcmatWes). hhereas the synchrooter Kas a ^al" 
(115 horsepower) turtoshaft ergine.    The cold cycle system ducts hot com- 
pressed *1r (270° to 300aF} from the enqine through a rotary seal   to 
flexible di/cts on each of the rotor blades (two) to hollow structural 
spars or tirbes in each blade to expansion nozzles at the Up of the 
blades.    The synchropter uies a gearbox with two output shafts that 
drive two, 2-bladed rotors by direct appl Kanon of torque at the 
rotor hubs. 

Each system enploys longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch control  (no 
collective pitch control) so the synchnopter has txo sets of controls, 
whereas the cold cycle system has enly oire.    Rut the synchroster uses 
the same controls for heading control  (diffprential lonqitudinal cyclic), 
while the cold cycle nachire has a separate control  system usinq bleed 
air nozzles.    The sensors and electronics In the Automatic Flight Con- 
trol  System would be the same for both vehicles. 

10.2    Air Vehicle Costs 

Significant cost differences will show uo in the enqiies and the rotor 
blades.    The 440 horsepower enqine for cold cycle i*ill cost SP5.QGO to 
$30,000 compared to $10,000 for the synchropter's engine.    A separate 
shaft driven air compressor is probably the lowest cost approach for 
cold cycle and would add $8000 to $10,000 to the cost of the cold cycle 
drive. 

The cost of the rotor blades will depend on the designs and fabrication 
processes chosen for each.    If a sir.llar process is chosen for both, 
the blades on the synchropter should be much less expemve than blades 
on the cold cycle A^ir vehicle.    In addition f) Its larger size and 
tip nozzles,  the inboard section of thp cold cycle blade rust contain 
additional  structural elentnts to carry outboard spir loads around the 
air ducr. entrance.    The cjld cycle l:lades may also require insulation 
to prevent hot spots in critical  structural areas and the blade design 
■USt account for differential exwnsion of matarials with te^icrature. 

If untwisted, uncauibercd blades are used in both platform, the blades 
would be interchangeable, and production costs would be reduced.    With 
the differences noted above fn blade requirements, it is not unreason- 
nlbe to expect a cost ratio ap.roachint; two-to-one.    If so, total rotor 
blade costs, per aerial platfo.*. . will be approximately the same. 
Development costs (to achieve the same lifetir-o) of the cold cycle 
blades would he appreciably higher thsn for Synchropter blades of the 
same design.    If a nonmetallic blade is used in the synchropter (as 
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shown in Figure 39) to eliminate radar reflections, the development cost 
advantages, and perhaps unit production cost advantages, wmjld disappear. 

Tccterinq, underslung rotors and similar hub designs and rotor controls 
are shown In Hgjros 39 awl 40. 

The hub In the syncHropter must transmit shaft torque to the blades, byt 
blade centrifugal forces and bending moments will be the critical factors 
fn the design of huJ^s arvJ blade retentions, not the torque loads. The 
total centrifugal force in the hub of the synchropter was estirated at 
27,000 pounds; in tire cold cycle systen it was 58.500 pounds. Built-in 
conir.g will eliminate th* large out-of-plane bending in both systems. 
Therefore, the hub in ?he cold cycle system will be more cupensive 
than the hub in the synchropter for the saflc design lifetime. But the 
synchropter has tvo hubs end costs per afrfra™ will be higVr. The 
dollar differences will depend entirely on the quantities r-iit.    Tor 
25  air vehicles, the cost of hubs and cyclic controls should be 
approximately S2O00 for the cold cycle system and only $1000 to $2000 
higher, per air vehicle, for the synchropter. 

The gearbox In the synchropter is an added cost item.    A gearing sche- ' 
matlc is shown in Fiqurc 40 tc illustrate the drive concept but should 
not be considered as the selected design. The gearbox r^qnires devcl- 
opiisnt, but is relatively sitnole and can be developed uttliiirg >iGll- 
known gear and bearing Cesings, lubrication systems, and fabrication 
processes. Spiral bevel gears can be produced for low horsepower trans- 
mission (1Q0 hp at high rpm, 50 bp at low rpm) with lonij lives at 
reasonable costs. In limited quantities, and where ssall size and low 
weight are not critical, designs favoring assemblies in lieu of integral 
gears and shafts will result in lower costs. A conservative cstirate 
of cost for a linited quantity of gearboxes, including rotor drive 
shafts, would be S4O30 to S6000. 

Airframe unit costs are estimated to be $3500 for the synchropter and 
$6000 for the cold cycle vehicle. Ihsu  values are based on parametric 
weights on each vehicle adjusted by the weight esticate of the synchrop- 
ter given in Appendix A ind an estimated cost of $35 per pound of struc- 
ture, skin, equipment supports, etc. 

Using a cost of $1000 for a synchropter blade and $2000 for a cold cycle 
blade, the cost conivarison of the competing concepts is summarized in 
Table XXX. 

1 * 
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TABLE XXX.    COST COMPARISON OF COMPETING CONCEPTS 

Cold Cycle Syncfiropter 

Engine S25,000 S10.000 

Compressor JB.OOO-Jl0,000 — 

Gearbox & Drive Shafts -- S4,0«)-$6,0D0 

Hubs and Cyclic Controls $2,000 $3.000-W,000 

Rotor Blades S4,000 S4.000 

Alrfrue 

Total 

(e.ooo $3,500 

$45,000-$47,000 J24,500-$27,500 

The table does not Include the costs of sensors or servomechflntirs 
for attitude stabilization ami control. These items would add about 
the sane aaount to each vehicle. 

10.3 Reliability 

Mission reliability for the tethered platform wilt be paced by the 
nisslon sensors and the autonatic flight control system, not the lift 
or propulsion systems. If the mechanical systems are designed for long 
life (500O hours or more) there would be some difference between the 
projected failure rates of the competing concepts, but the reliability 
of both mechanical systems would be rore than satisfactory. Some 
failures would undoubtedly occur in the pow.ir plants and fuel systems 
at more or less equal rates for both concepts, but the critical flight 
safety items would be the Automatic Flight Control Systems. The sen- 
sors, electronics and servos flro essenttnlly the sarp for the cold 
cycle or synchropler, and high quality components and selective re- 
dundancy would give satisfactory mission reliability for both concepts. 

10.4 Haintainafaility 

If the uimanned tethered platform is to be practical for use in forward 
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areas. U mult t>* CaiqneC  so that maintenance Is unnecessary, or nearly 
SO. Ml tKe knowledge rjsincd Through ^unIJ^ed4 Of  thousands o' flight 
hours on Army arwl 'iavy hflicopters, the current deveJopr«nts on HLH. 
UTTAS. and AAH, and the continuing advanced research and development 
program on R i M sponsored by DOO can be applied to eliminate all 
maintenance nxepl ••cfueling, filling oO tanks, and repairing or replac- 
ing damaoed parts  Repair in the forward area would be restricted to 
simple processes and replacement of readily accessible (by design) assem- 
blies or components. 

!f these maintenance ^oals are projected for design of the cold cycle 
and the synchropter, field mintainability cannot be used as a selection 
criterion. Rear base or depot c^mtenance of the concepts would be 
different, but this should not be an overriding factor unless Held 
damage is h>5h or cwiponcnt lives a^e low. Blade changes (^er aUcraft) 
would tale longer or the synchropter, but an engine change could be 
made in « fraction of the t»me that would be required en the cold cycle 
syste.. 

Changing the qearb&x would be the most time-consonlng maintenance action 
on the synchropter since it requires removal of rotors and rotor drive 
shafts, and decoupling of cyclic pitch control links.  Initial deploy- 
ment of t'le tethered platforms would probably involve removal of some 
gearboxes for Inspection at progressive intervals (100. 500, 1000 hours, 
etc.), but once the design service life is demonstrated in the field. 
gearbox changes would be infrequent. 

Depot nviintenance would be a factor In concept selection if. in the 
interest of lower dcveloprrjnt costs, components are designed to short 
lives or overhaul periods. Some differences in engine TBO intervals 
or engine life might also be expected as a consequence of the differ- 
ences in horsepower requirements. The large engine selected for the 
cold cycle vehicle «ay be operated at or n<?ar its power limits, while 
the engine selected for the synchropter could be operated well below 
its ratings wltft a small penalty In weight and fuel consurption. 

10. S DetectabflUy 

Aural detection range for the cold cycle/tip noxzle concept was calcu- 
lated to be 2.Urn. and for the synchi jptcr, 3.6 h». These values are 
based on detection by the unaided hir^an ear in a quiet forest. The 
difference in detection range is due almost entirely to the lower rpm 
of the larger cold cycle rotor. Both systems can be quisled by reduc- 
ing rpn. 

Infrared detection ranges of 5.0 kw and 2.3 km were calculated for the 
cold cycle and the synchropter assuming onobscured viewing of the hot 
power stage of the turboshaft engines. The engine outlets in each 
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vehicle can be shieldeil aoj la almost all cases the engine exhaust will 
be directed awjy from the enc^y.    T're power penalty for shi^ldinq adij 
coolirg in the syMc^ropter wojld be 10 horsuiKiwcr or so while in the 
cold cycle system it cnuld be 60 horsepower or -ore.      It may be necus- 
sary to cool  th* exhaust ptune froi the relatively largo engine    In a 
cold cycle concept. 

Radar detection ranges were not calculated fcr IM ccnpeUnq concepts. 
The cold cycle system has A larger airframp ani a larger rotor tuan t^e 
synchropter and would hive a lir<je«- rddar cross section. NOT conduct ir.p 
rotor blades can he used in the tynchropter for further reductions in 
radar cross section. 

Airfra-s sizes are substantially the same, and visual fletection would be 
equally dif'icult. 

10.6 Transportability 

The height of the cold cycle system frcm its base to the rotor air duct 
Is about 8 feet.  (See Figure 39.)    The height of the synchrcpt^r is about 
6 feet.    (See Figure 40.)    Gwcral arrange-^tnt studies were made of the 
launch platforr and cable ranaqement syste-, for t^e syr.chrcptcr {See 
Section 12), and all cqaiprrert can be pallet foonted a-rl placed on the 
beds of cxistinq staidard Arniy ?S"lon trucks.    The height of tne cold 
cycle system would dictate siwcial  integrated designs or the use of 
trailers with low heds, 

Fuel  reQuirerents for the cmpctlr.g systems are significantly diffcronr,. 
A standard 2^-100 cargo truck carries enough fuel   (1200 gallons) for qn 
hours of operation with thi; synchropter.    This fuel wiuld last only 42 
hours with a cold cycle powered aerial vehicle, 

10.7 Adaptability to Electric Power 

Althouah it is not a system or mission requirement, and did not influence 
the selection of a tethered platfonn concent,  the synchropter's adapta- 
bility to electric poisyr is a slqnificaet attribute.    Ti-a twtentUl of 
electric power was discussed in previous sections, anri devekp" "it of 
critical  electric power comporerts was rccomended.     If such a di'volop- 
ment were pursued, and electiic power was deronstrated to be s-j^erior 
to pimped fuel for lonn enduruncc,  tne turboih^ft enoire In the synchrop- 
ter could be replaced by an electric motor with little or no impect OK 
any other part of t^te aerial vehicle. 
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fttPACT OF VARIflTrOHS IH SPFXIFICATIOHS OH SFI.ECTFO AIR VEHICLE 

Task ? of the Staiefcnt of Work involved a study of the impact on the 
selected aerial vehicle of variations in perfnrrjnce rcoulrcmcnM ^rcm 
the basplino specifications. The computer program used in Task 1 was 
utilized to dctenrnne the impact on vehicle sizei weighd and horsepower 
for the turtoshaft pewered synchropter. 

Cable lodd data was not available for the relaxed station-keeping condi- 
tion at 50 knots, so the variations were examined undpr the original 
baseline specificatiors. When the all vehicle is ftlliwed to drift donn- 
Wind in order to maintain a  level airfrarae, the cable tension and top 
angle must result in a trinr'ed flignt cOiidition, Thrse cable loads are 
not a simple function of the Horsepower retiuirtd (see figure 21, cable 
tension vs flow rate) as they are for station keeping at a fixed point 
in space.* Thi; additional effort required to generate new cable loads 
for Task 2 was not warranted. The primary purpose of the task was to 
establish the sensitivity of the chosen design concept to changes In 
specifications. The variations eximined are listed In Table 1. The 
chants in the air vc*iiclc resulting from the changes in performance 
spectficat ions jre shokn in Table XXXI. The impact of 3 change in gust 
values is discussed in Section 11.7. 

11.1 Pjyload Size aid Iteigfit Variations 

The synchropter has ajproximately SO cubic feet of uscable internal 
space for payload. A variaticn in payload si/e from 13 inch by 18 inch 
by 12 inch to 30 mch by 30 Inch by 20 inch, would have no  irpact en 
the dlr vehicle. Reducing the weight of the payload from 200 pounds to 
150 pounds causes fie gross weight of the air vehicle to charge frcm 
629 to 546 pounds, and the rated horsepower fro-. 114 to 107. Increasing 
the payload weiqht to 3C0 pounds results in a gross weight of BC5 pound* 
and en enaine rating of 134 hp. 

11.2 Endurance Variations 

rhanglng the endurance of the mission from 16 hours to 8 or 23 hours 
hjs no Impact on the sizing of the air vehicle. 

11.3 Tether_Cdble. Length Variations 

Reducing the tether length fro^ 1C03 feet to 500 feet saves 12 hp and 
rcduces'gross weight by 3& pounds. Increasing it to 2000 feet increases 
engine rating I?') hp and increases gross weight by 124 pounds. 

* For the synchrcpter, the trin conditions also vary with the direction 
of tlve wind relative to airframe axes. The alrfrane is, however, always 
maintained in a level attitude at the desired conpass heading. 
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TlfllE mi. 1HPACT Of VAfilAUfllS in &PiciricAT)wv 

Ervly Utlqht (lb) 

Sjrnthroplfr 
Pty\ 

l&Olb 303) b W3;t imrifi Hli.    Hax. 

W 374 M) 37i 

700 

574 *0' m 4tS HI «» 

PiylNd (lb) KB 150 JM !0O 200 200 2CO ISO 300 

fycT Load <1b] 17 22 23 21 29 22 24 22 19 29 

Gtw »p1^t (16) S29 S«6 909 593 753 629 6$0 £37 491 929 

Ralor Strntt*- [ftl IC.Z 11.4 t7,9 15.4 16.2 ie.z 1C.4 IS.3 M.Z 19.7 

ClfrbL 0 Nlnd 82 74 99 76 W 77 93 Bf U 1)3 

On-Stitton; SO knotl B4 75 91 62 129 M 66 B4 s« 133 

Engine XiClrj; C^ffl 114 107 1M MX 173 114 I2« 124 84 201 

fwi nc« (:b/hr) M ae W 04 )14 89 95 87 71 116 



A winch for 1QOD feet of cable, stored in two lays would have a diameter 
of 2i inches and a lengt1! of 40 inches.     If only ti^o lays of cable are 
used to prevent high co":?rps5ive loads, the winch for 20O0 fe«t of cable 
would qrow to 33 X 50 ^nc*ies. 

11.4   Rat** of Climh and Descont Variations 

Changing the ratfi of c'imb has little impact on air vehicle weight, size, 
and horsepower.    Inrreasin^ the rdtc of descent would increase the power 
rating of the cable maragement system, which would increase its size and 
wefqht. 

Little experience exists for helicopters in vertical descent at high 
rates, and fl^qht tests would have to be conducted with a tefierpd heli- 
copter to detenifie the feasibility of the high desennt rat<? of 1000 
ft/min.    Steep descents with an untethcred HH13B syrchropter showed loss 
of lift and control at approximdtely 600 ft/nin.    Retrieval by cable with 
high lift and power on the rotor ITHV increase the safe limit. 

11.5 Attnosp'ieric VaritMons 

The baseline vehicle *MS sized for on-station operation at 4000 feet, 
95*F.    Increasing th*> specification value to 6000 fact. SST increases 
the engine rating, at sea level, standard day, from 114 hp to 124 hp, 

11.6   Combined Effects 

The air vehicle was resized to the following specifications, 

Payload Weiqht dh) 
Cable Length (ft) 
Rate of Climb (ft/min) 
Atmospheric Conditions 
Uinds (knots) 

Minimmrr 
Pprforffjnce 

150 
500 
250 

flODO ft. 950F 
50 

Haxiruir 
Perfonwince 

300 
2000 
10O0 
6000 ft, 95e'F 

50 

These conditions represent ccfflbinations of the lowest and the highest 
values of specification parameters.    The correspording variations in 
size, weight ard power of the aerial vqhicle are: 

Hinlmwit 
Perforrtiance^ 

Rotor Diameter (ft) 14.2 
Gross Wciqht    (lb) 491 
Engine Kflting (hp) 84 
fuel  for 16 hours (gals.) 182 

Baseline Maximum 
Specifications    Performance 

16.2 
629 
114 
219 

19.7 
9?9 
201 
285 
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Cstinatcd siitf and weight of major ground corponcnts src: 

Uinch 

Launch/Retrieval 
Platform 

Fuel Pimping System 

Hinimum 
Performance 

ht 

2fl*20 300 

84x105 200 

35x20x18 35r. 

Haxirum 
Performance 

Size 
(tn.) 

Height 
(lb) 

36x50 800 

117x146 3S0 

fl?x30K24 EOO 

11.7    G<JSt VdHations 

Transient response of the tethered synchropter to gusts was Studied 
with the aid of an analog coaputer.    Fore and dft cotions and pitch 
altitude responses to sharp-edged and sinusoidal ch-anqes In airspeed 
were obtained for hover and SO-knot steady-state conditions at lOOO-feet 
altitiKfe.    Longitudinal notions were studied since the attitude chanqes 
Of the synchropter are largest when a gust, of given magnitude, is 
perpendicular to tfie plane containir; both rotor shafts (a foru/afl 
gust) since the pitching moments developed by the rotors are additive. 
If the gust approaches from the side, the angle of atutk of one rotor 
is increased, the other decreased, and a smaller upsetting moPtnl is 
generated. 

Linearized, t*to-degree-of-freedom equations suitable for study of small 
rigid body dynamics were progranmed on an analog computer.    Rotor 
dynamics were represented by a flap angle lag due to pitch rale.    Feed- 
back for control and stabilization included pitch attitude, pitch rale, 
displacement (cable angle change), and velocity.    The cyclic pitch 
control servomechanisii   was assumed to have a first-order lag. 

The equations programmed Here: 

i: 

nw 
3x Zx 9 0 

0 + 
3 b 

3  Fy     il 
3 &, 

I 0 =  x * —r x +   
3x ax 3 6 

6 ^ 
3 H 

9 5 

a H 

3 fij 
6i 

«i + k. + k3 6 + k4 e k56, 
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Oeriviitives far the ^bove c^udtions «re listed in Tdblc mtXll and were 
calculated for d synchropter with the following characteristics; 

Gross Weight = 613 lb 
Rotor Tip Speed ^ 600 ft/sec 
Rotor Radius = 8.1  ft 
Rotor Solidity ■  .0634 
Rotor ftub to e.g. Distance = 2.S4 ft 
e.g.  to CJble Attach. Distance ■= 2.0 fl 
Cable Tension = ZOO lb 
Cable U-rgth = 1000 ft 

TABLE mil.    STABILITY DfRIVATIVES 
r 

;      1 
Derivative Units Hover 50 knots 1      ; 

3FY 

3  K 
lb/ft -   0.20 -    0.20 

's 

3Fx Ib/ft/sec -    0.12 0.67 

3FX Ib/rad -813.5 -813.5 

aFx 

3^ 
Ib/rad/sec 5.4S 7.60 

Vb/rad 836.0 490.2 
■ 

3X 
ft-lb/ft -    0.40 -    0.40 ■ 

ft-lb/ft/sec 0.32 -    1.70 
■ 

*0 
ft-lb/rac( -fl00.8 -400.8 

ft-lb/rad/sec - 13.87 - 19.32 

♦ 

36, ,    ft-lb/rad -2123 • 1245 

• 
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f. 

Ho difficulty was exoerienced in finding values for the feedback gains 
that would give satisfactory staMlizatlon of the tethered platforp, 
Typical dynamic responses to sharp-edged gusti aro shown in flqurp *1 
for hover and 50-lknot flight conditions. Response to a sinusoical g-jst 
is shown in Figure 42. »r.it  the pitch attlUdf» rfsporse is raplottoi' In 
Figure *3 aiv) scaled to a 10-knot gust. The maximin attitude excursion 
Is less ll«n 2 degrees as required by the baseliRC specification. 
Values fcr the feedback gains are listed in Table XXXIII. 

TABLE XXXIII.    AFCS PAflAHETERS 

Parameter Units 10-kt gust 
Criterion 

35-kt gust 
CrUe<"ion 

Cable angle feediuck, M rad/ft 0.02 0.02 

Velocity feedback, ^ rad/ft/sec 0.09 0.22 

Pitch attitude feed- 
back. 4 rad/rad 1.5 1.5 

Pitch rate feed- 
back, U rad/rad/sec 0.75 0.75 

Time constant of 
the servo, 4 sec 0.1B 0.15 

If the AFCS gains are not altered, and the linearized eolations are 
assinwd to te valid, the naximin pitch attitude in response to a 35-knot 
sinusoidal gust would be 6.5 degrees and the response to a 50-hnot ciust 
Mould be approximately S degrees. The actual response would srobably 
be larger than tlwse values due to nonlinearitles «jnd nhvsical limita- 
tions of servos ard controls, but the synchropter should be coitrollable 
and should be able to recover from brief exposures to gusts of 35 knots. 
Gust magnitudes above 35 knots are seldom seen and little is known about 
rotary-wing aircraft responses in this region. 

Increasing ttve feedback gains reduces the attitude disturbances. If the 
velocity feedback to the rotor control ir increased frcn 0-09 to 0.22, 
the Z-dcgree pitch attitude criterion can be met at 35 knots. 

■ 
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Figure 42. Typlcdl Response to Sinusoidal Gust. 
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SECTION 12 

RECQMKCWEO SYSTEM 

k synchropter, driven by a turboshaft engine, with fuel pumped ircn the 
ground throu5h a ti<bc In Uic Uthcr cable i^ recormentW as tT»e beit 
overall approach to meeUny the rc<juirt-cnts specified for ti tethered 
platform.    This section of tire report presents a brief description of 
the recomnenried dir vehicle,  its major subsystems, arj the major ele- 
ments of s-jpport equipcnpnt asjociated with air vehicle operdtioo.    The 
InforraHon presented is intended to convey a realistic picture of en 
operattondl system, but no attempt has betrn FJde to opt'mize designs 
or equipment arrangements. 

12.1    Air Vehicle 

The configuration of the recoflmeiKfed air vehicle Is shown in Pifijre 40. 

12.1.1 Rotor 

Two coixnter-rotating, intertneshing two-bladed rotors, 16.2 fG«t in dia- 
meter, are roynted on separate shafts which are laterally separated and 
canted outboard 12.5 degrees fron the vertical centerline.    Each rotor 
has 2 degrees of pre-cone hullt in and mounted to the rotor shaft by in 
underslung teetering pin set at 30 degrees of negative 63.    An elasto- 
meric bearing Is incorporated in the blade retention fitting for blade 
feathering and the pitch horn is en the leading-edge side of the blade. 
The rotors are operated at constant collective pitch. 

For manufacturing simplicity md low cost, the blades have a NACA 0012 
symnetrlcal airfoil with no twist.    The rain structural irember of the 
blade Is a molded leadtng-edge beam containing unidirectional gl<ics 
fMavcnts which run from the blade tip, loop around two spools for re- 
tention bolts at the root, and return to the tip. ThO trailing section 
consists of contoured NcmM honeycomb.    The spar and trailing edge are 
covered with oriented fiberalass cloth to provide torsional stiffness 
and a smooth skin.    Weights are located inside removable tip caps on 
each blade and are installed during manufacturing to balance the Inter- 
changeable blades. 

12.1.2 Rotor Drive 

The rotor drive gear train Is enclosed In a single gearbox with an over- 
all reduction ratio of S.6:1  In three stages.    The outpot shaft of the 
engine drives a spiral-bevel gear set with 1.72:1 ratio for the verti- 
cal jack shaft, which in turn drives d cross shaft through a 2:1 spiral- 
bevel gear set.    Each end of the cross shaft drives a rotor shaft 
through a left-hand and right-hand spiral-bevel gear set of 2,5:1 ratio. 
The central gear on the cross shaft also drives a power take-off for a 
S KVA alternator.   A lube pump Is driven by the vertical Jack shaft to 
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prtssure lul-ricate all gears and bearings in the gearbox housing. 

Hie housini; is r.tie up of four cast aluminum sections with piloted 
flanqes and bolted together.    All gears are straddle-niounted in the 
housing to assure proper flllgn-cnt *nd center distances for lonq life 
optraticn. 

12.1.3 Eng^c 

The total power required, includlna aHernator drive, is 114 hp. Figure 
^0 shows an Aircsearc»i GTP 30 turbashaft engino with intpqral lube 
system. The engine is mounted from and under the top deck of the air- 
frame. The rotor drive gearbox is also mounted on this deck, thus 
assuring proper oUgnrrent of the engine output with the gearbox input. 

Fuel flow is controlled to maintain a constant rpm of the engine. 

12.1.4 Structure 

The basic structure of the air vehicle is an alunintn tubular frame 
similar to a radial engine mount. A circular tube base of 90 inches 
diameter is connected to a 45-inch-diameter tubular top ring by a ser- 
ies of truss tubes to form a rigid frame 46 inches high. Two trans- 
verse channel sections across the top of the upper ring forms the 
mounting structure for the gearbox and engine. A pyrarid of tubes 
rcachps us frcm ine base ring to the cable attachment fitting on the 
vehicle's vertical centcrllne 17 inches above the base. 

Konstructural aluminui skins are attached to four "Z" section ring 
formers to enclose the vehicle in a trimcated cone shape. These skins 
are easily rcovable for complete access to the interior for payload 
installation and maintenance. 

12.1.5 Cable Attachimnt 

The tether cable is attached to the aerial vehicle through a universal 
joint. A flex hose conveys the fuel from the tether cable to the 
aircraft fuel tank, and two coaxial fittings are provided for connecting 
the data transmitter and ccrnirand receiver to the coaxial cables in the 
tether cable. Details of the tether cable assembly are shown in Figure 
17 and the calculated diameter and weight are 0,5 inch, and O.MS lb/ft, 
A copper wire sheath with conductivity equivalent to AWG No. 4 should be 
added to the cable for lightning protection. 

12.1.6 Payload Integration 

The corpsct design of the synchropter drive system provides ample s^ace 
and freedom of location for Installation of mission payloads. The 
level alrfra-ie attitude and the freedom to choose ccTipass headings in- 
dependent of wind direction simplify payload design and integration. 
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Figures 14, 45 and 16 show typical payloads with widely varying rcq-jire- 
mcnts.    Two larqo p1«ndr array radar antennas are shown in Figure 44 
fixed to tn« airfrane.    Tigure 45 shows an iavigtng stnsor In a stabil- 
fzc<i gimballed mount and Figjre 46 sh.OMS an unstabllized wide angle 
sensor. 

12.1.7   Retrieval With Pot*r Failure 

I 

The pumped fuel synchropter can carry reserve fuel for safe retrieval 
in the event of a failure in the fuel pumping systen. However, If a 
failure occurs in the turboshaft engine or Us fuel controls, little can 
be done to retrieve the vehicle witnout damage, kn autorotatlon landing 
on the small platform is not possible, and designing for a free fTfght 
autorotation landing by remote control would aid  a great deal of cost 
and complexity to the system that appears unwarranted. It would perhaps 
be better to consider redundant engines sized ror sharing the load on 
station but Urge enough to insure safe tethered retrieval. As «n 
alternative, ft would be possible to recover high value payloads by 
parachute. In the event of a power failure, the rotor blades, and the 
tether cable could be severed, and parachutes deployed to provide a 
soft landing of the coaplcte airframe and payload. 

12.1.8 Vibration Levels 

The vibration levels required for sensor installation (See Tsble III) 
are not unusually low and should be achievable by careful design. If 
necessary, vibration isolation devices can be used in the payload in- 
stallation or on the gearbox to isolate the airfMme from rotor vibra- 
tions. 

1Z.1.9 Weight and C.G. Location 

The enpty weight of the synchropter was calculated to be 470 pounds. 
This is 63 pounds above the empty weight computed for the baseline syn- 
chropter by the paranetric sizing model. A weight breakdown for the 
recooreirded Air vehicle Is given in the Appendix. 

The e.g. of the enpty vehicle was calculated to be 40 inches below the 
rotor hubs. 

12.Z Fuel Systw 

The fuel control syste* in the air vehicle is shown schematically in 
Figure 47. The ground-tosed syster is shown in Figure 48. When the 
fuel falls to a preset RESERVE level, a fuel valve In the aircraft is 
opened permitting fuel to be pumped from the ground. When the FULL level 
is reached in the aircraf: fuel tank, the valve closes causing the 
ground pump to be dead headed and the ground system fuel pressure to 
rise. The pressure rise activates a switch and causes a valve to di- 
vert fuel from the ground pimp back; to the ground reservoir. Pressure 
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is Kalntdin^d In the fuel  line to the aircraft by a ch^ck vdTve and 
iccunulator in fie grourri syster.    When the aircraft fuel  valve caens, 
ground iystem prf-^sure falls, the pressure switcn closes the bypass 
valws and fuel again flows to the aircraft. 

The fuel  iystem is self-contained and self-controlling without an air-to- 
ground data lint;,    A fuel reserve is always maintained for retrieval of 
the air vehicle should a failure occur in the purrping system. 

1Z.3   Flight Control System 

The air vehicle is controlled with cyclfc pitch of the rotors.    The use 
of fixed collective pitch on the rotors greatly simplifies the mechani- 
cal  portions of the flight control system, particularly in the swa^h- 
plates.    Since vertical motion is not required,  the swashplates arc qim- 
bal mounted on the rotor shaft and transmit cyclic control  frot the 
electro-mechanical actuators in the stationary system to the rotating 
pitch linki at the rotor heads. 

The Autoratic Flight Control  Systen obtains Hi reference for pitch and 
roll attitude control from a vertical gyro and stabilization signals 
from longitudinal snd lateral accelero^ters and cable angle transducer*. 
Signals fran these units caused by distrubances to the air vehicle are 
fed to elcctro-mMzhanical servo actuactors which move the nechanical con- 
trol  linkages to stabilize and control  the air vehicle. 

ft heading reference U the air vehicle compares the instantoreous com- 
pass heading with the command heading transmitted fron the grcjnd con- 
trol  station anJ crron are transmitted to Uie Cyclic pitch controls to 
maintain the desired heading or turn the vehicle to a new heading.    Yaw 
control  is fn-ovided by differential action of the longitudinal cyclic 
pitch controls on the left and right rotors. 

TMsflutomattt Flight Control System was used successfully In Karan's 
K-137 Antenna Supsort System and is functiciMlly similar to that des- 
cribed by Schmidt in Rp'prcnce   9  for Osrnier's Keibitz. 

12.*    Ground Suppor^ Equlptftcnt 

The air vehicle rcauires a landing platform, a system to hatdle the 
tether C4ble. a fuel supply, and a means for transportation of the- sys- 
tem.    These functions can all be provided by simple cquipnents vrftlch 
for the wost part csist in Army inventory. 

"12.4.1    Launch/Betrieve Platform 

The air vehicle t*»;es off and lands on a simple flat platform installed 
on tbe bed of a truck.    The platform is 8 feet wide,  10 feet long, and 
has a 3-foot-dlanBler hole In its center for pissaqe of the tether cable. 
Directly below this hole is a git^lled sheave secured to the base pallet 
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of the platform. Shock absorbers can bt Installed In the legs of the 
platforv if high retrieval rates are utilized 

1?.4.? Tether Cable Harvagement System 

The design recouwcndcd for the cable management system is tiaseO oo 
Kawn's experience with tethered helicopters on the K-13? Antenna Sup- 
port Program. Several hurdrcd flights wrc conducted without incident 
and the operating procedures and equipment employed were siwple and 
straiyhtfornard. In brief, the operating procedures involved takeoff 
and climb with the air vehicle's lift overccming restraining forces 
\T\  « winch and retrieval with the winch Overcoming the air vehicle's 
lift. The launch and retrieval *er« controlled entirely by controlling 
the tension in the cable near the winch. Cable reeling soeed *no 
direction were thus entirely dependent or; the selertcd tension value 
and the excess lift In the air vehicle. The system, operating like a 
good quahtv spinning reel, prevents transients or disturbances frt* 
causing high cable loads on the air vehicle. When on-station altitude 
was reached, the winch was locked. 

The reccrmended cable manaijeflent system for the tethered platform con- 
sists of a winch, an eddy-current clutch, a winch drive motor, a level- 
wind nechaniso, a rechanical brake, and appropriate sensors, reoote con- 
trols, and displays. The winch drum exerts tension on the cable and Is 
driven by the notor through a gear train and the eddy-current clutch. 
Tension in the cahle Is controlled by adjusting the current applied 
to the eddy-current clutch. 

The ulnch drum has a diameter of Z< inches and a lenqih of 40 inches. 
It stores 1000 feet of cable in ? lays. The drive r^jtor is a 15-hp, 
^20-volt. 60 Hz induction notor.  It drives the Input side of the clutch 
at constant speed and always In the direction to retrieve the vehicle. 
The torgue transnitted to the output Side ot the clutch depends on the 
current fed to the clutch colls. 

A rwiotely operated mechanical brake Is used to lock the winch dmn 
against cable notion once the desired length of cable is deployed. 
Power is then removed from the winch drive aotor and Ihe eddy current 
clutch. If a fixed rpm fixed collective pitch air vehicle is used as 
recofimended in Section l?.l, the cable length deployed must be limited 
in accordance with air vehicle performance, air temperatures, and ter- 
rain pressure altitude. 

The oechanlcal brake Mill be set autonatically if a failure occurs in 
the cable management system during laurch and roirievcl. 

12.A.3 Support Iguip^enl Transport 

The components of the cable management system are mounted on the base 
pallet of the launch platform. A general arrangement of the equipment 
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mounted or. 4n M35-A2. ZS-ton car.;o truck \i  ShO»m In figure 49, ^ 30 
KVA qeflcrator. flrlven by A turboshaft engine provides powpr for the 
WPPOrt rquipmenl ind l»»c ground control station, fstinated »«*»9»iti of 
the truck-«oont€4 coi^o^enls are: 

Aerial Vehicle with Supports: 
Launch/Rptrleve PlatfoniiT 
Cable Manaqewnt Systo*! 
Fuel Ponplng Systcn; 
fover Generating System: 

700 lb 
?50 lb 
500 lb 
500 lb 
S00 16 

Total:  27S0 lbs 

Fi^jrp 49 shews tne air vehicle secured for transport. The rotor 
blades are supported by pol^s attached to tbe airframe. The vehicle 
would be secured to the platform *>th a set of clasps or cables. 

The overall height tn the stored configuration is 1?S feet, which is 
within the limit for over-the-highway vehicles in the United States 
as tabulated by the Truck Trailer Manufacturer's Association. 

12.4.4 Fuel Supply 

The fuel pumping system was described in Section IP.2. The pumping 
sysiea is moynted on tne base pallet of the laurvch/retneve platform 
adjacent to the wtncfi. Fuel will be introduced into the tether cable 
through tha winch shaft via a rotary coupliog. 

Fuel for the aerial vehicle and for the ground station power generator 
is carried in a standard Army 2»j"ton M36A2 cargo truck, A sketch of 
the truck carrying 1200 gallons of fuel is shown in Figure SO. 

12.5 Qn-Station Attune and Position 

The reconwended control concept allo.s the air vehicle to drift down 
strean in a steady wind until the cable exerts sufficient side force 
to counteract the drag forces. This concept allows the airframe to be 
maintained (n a level attitude regardless of the magnitude and direction 
of the wind. 

the spatial position of the synchropter win be a function of rotor 
power, wind velocity, and wind direction, and is uniquely detemined by 
equilibrium of forces and moments on tSe air vehicle- 

The e<Milibr1um conditions for the synchnypter at 50 knots were '"ter- 
mined analytically and are listed in Table UXIV. The deployed cable 
ll Shown in Figure 51 for winds froo the rear. These conditions were 
conwtcd with the following data on the synchropter. 
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Atnosphen'c Conditions: 
Climb Power. O-Hind; 
Rotor Dlaaeter: 
Rolor Solidity: 
Tip Speed; 
Air Vehicle Weight: 
Rotor Hub to C,G.; 
Cable Attachment to C-G. 
FUt PlatP Drag Area: 
Cable Length: 
Cable Diainpte'": 
Cable Weiglit: 

*000 ft. 950F 
97  Kn 
16.2 ft 
0.C634 

600 ft/sec 
666 lbs 

3.3 ft 
1.2 ft 

io.a ft2 

1C50 ft 
0.5 in. 
0.096 lb/ft 

The collective pitch snqle of the rotor was conpyted from the climb 
conditijns. and the lift at 50 knots was calculated usino t.ie sane col- 
lective pitch and rotor para-Rters. Th« cable tension ar>d c^ble angle 
at the air vehicle were obtained by solving force and roment equili- 
brium equations, and finally, with known cable length weight and dia- 
meter, the cable disposition in space was determined from Kanan's digi- 
tal computer program by imtching the upper cable load and angle. 

TASLC miV. TRIM CONDITIONS 1M &0-MiOT WINDS 

Direction Rotor  Cyclic  Top    Top  Bottom  Bottom Down- Height 
of Hind   Lift  Control Tension Angle  Tension  Angle Wind 

(lb)  (<Jcg)  (lb)   (deg)  (lb)  (de<)) Disp. (ft) 
(ft) 

58.0 309 992 

55.3 376 970 

51,7 374   964 

Front 1370 7.1 710 3.0 617 

Rear 1390 6.2 730 7.5 E39 

Side I24G 2.0 S80 3.B 4B9 

The cyclic control values shown in Table XXXIV represent the tilt of the 
rotor control plane or swash plate. These values represent about 40 
percent of the control rengc thit would be designed into the synchropter 
so thdt adequate margins exist for dynanic stdbiliiation and control. 
With winds from the side, the tilt in the rotor shafts causes unequal 
rotor torques. At 50 knots, the differen*i«l toroi'f> WAS calculate to 
be approxirately 10 ft-lb and would requirx only 0.2 degree of differ- 
ential longitudinal cyclic control to balance the yawing moments. 
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SECTION 13 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1 5. 
6. 

1 7. 
1 8. 

GROUND CfVJRtH. STATICW DESIGV AHD OPERATISG PRQCEOURES 

To contplpte the tethored pUtform system, a tjround stdtion Is required 
to Uunch and retrieve the air vehicle, monitor (vn-station operation, 
control or mnnitor ttie opemiion of mission sensors, and process mission 
data for irdnsmittal to other Army units in the field. This seclton out- 
lines the major rcquire-ents for the control station and presents a 
practical design concept and operating procedure. 

13.1 System Requirempnts 

Tltf ntssions considered in tKe design study v^re: 

Forward area surveillance 
Target tracks and laser designation 
Location of enemy artillery and mortars 
Indirect fire control 
Electronic counterneasiires 
ELINT or electronic support measures 
Cccnnunication relay 
Control of remotely piloted vehicles 

These missions require different sensors, data processors, controls and 
displays, etc, but tlv? preliminary analyses indicated that rajor reouire- 
nents could be satisfied in a cormon design for the ?rourd can;rol sla- 
tion. The following requirements form the basis for the control station 
design presented. 

13.1.1 Deployment and Support 

The system operates in conjunction with other ground army units. Ground 
Station secyrity, ground crew support, fuel and maintenance are Improved 
as necessary. The systen is capable of independent operation for several 
hours, but there are no provisions for defensive armanent, food service, 
of*-duty crew quarters, or major repair within ttw basic control station. 
The basic ground system is not hardened. (A limited investigation was 
made of an installation within armored tracked vehicles and is presented 
at the enc1 of this section.) 

Local maintenance of the system is restricted to simple repairs and re- 
placcntcnt of parts. Duilt-in test eoulpmcnt indicates status of elec- 
tronic co-pononts, and sensors installed in the air chicle provide 
data for remote Bomtoring of its operating conditions. 

13.1.? Operating Personnel 

A crew of three iren is capable of operating the complete sysUo for a 
period of 4 hours. One man, trained in air vehicle operations, controls 
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launch and retrieval of Ihe vehicle and monUorv on-ststion behavior. 
One nMn operates and controls the mission sensors by remote means, and 
monitors mission data processing.    The third man supervises system opera- 
tions tn6 is a standby sensor operator and air vehicle monitor for tem- 
porary relief of the other men. 

13.2    Control  Station Design 

The control station, or operating crew enclosure. Is shown In Flqure 52 
mounted on the bed of a Z'j-ton truck.    The station is BB inches wide, 
106 Inches lonq, and 9S Inches high.    Its outside dimensions are compati- 
ble with the Military Airlift Ccmand 463L Materials Handling System. 
Figyre Si shows a plan view of the station.    The air vehicle controller's 
console is located at the rear of the enclosure with the operator facing 
the window for a clear view of the launch/retrieve platfor* complex.    The 
tensor operator's station, see Figure 54, is positioned behind and to the 
left of the air vehicle cofltrolltr's station.    Aiple access has been 
provided to the back of the equipment racks for iialntenance. 

The supervisor's station Is in the forward right-hand corner of the en- 
closure where he has a view of both crew menbers and their controls and 
displays.    He has a clear view of the launch/retrieve platfom through 
the window in front of the air vehicle controller's console. 

The door to the control station is located in the wall opjiosite to the 
supervisor's station,    Detachable steps are hooked to the sid-? of the 
enclosure for use w+icn the control station is mounted on a truck. 
Cable receptacles for electric power, launch/retrieve control, and sen- 
sor data transmission and control are located at the lower outside 
comer of the enclosure adjacent to the relay racks of the sensor 
operator's station.    Appropriate radio antenna and air vehicle tracking 
devices are mounted on the roof of the station and an air conditioner/ 
heater is rounted high on the outside wall of the control station. 

13.2.1    Air Vehicle Controls & Displays 

The air vehicle operator's console will  include the following controls 
and displays: 

Controls 

• Fuel pumping system on-off switch 
" Air vehicle enqinc start-stop switch 
• Winch motor on-off switch 
• Eddy-current clutch rheostat 
• Air vehicle heading control 
' Winch brake on-off switch 
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Display 

Fuel pumpinq systEn status 
Fuel pressure 
Air1 vet-.tdt cnqlne RPH 
Air vrhic'C FGT 
IS'sarhnx oil  tcrroerature 
Oi1 quantity 
C'3blr> rtrtslan at afr vehicle 
r   jle angle at air vehiclt 
d )le rate 
Cable 1"' gth 
fi\r vsMc. L- •leading 
Hit -t  kr ke status 

13.2.2   M1ss»o    Controls and Displays 

The ;:  <-4l(m co trol  station wfll vary with the sensors or payldAdi 
canri'     in the air vehicle.    The consoles shown in Figure S4 are appro- 
priate 'or I -get del    'ion and location by imaging -r non-iMgin^ sen- 
sors.    The ba-ic ton.roTs required are: 

Senior o-i-off 
Sensor line-of-sight 
5«nsor f ivlr-of-view 
Air veitir le heading 
lirfiftl. designatioB 

The critit tl di    lays ari? tie sensor's view of the target area, and a cCm- 
puter flfrnerated   orizorUV si^'dtion showing target location relative to 
the gro-.-d conirul station.    Coord--ites of the targets BS -^termined 
by the computer would also he displayed an tiSt  "insole. 

The mission control station would also contain the equipment necessary 
to forward t*ifl target information to Other field units by voice or tecuri. 
daU links. 

■ 

13.2-3   COimunicatiOrt Lquiptnent 

The connr. n'    ti ons eqiiip rrit fn the control  station will  consist of a 
fieid telephone and Iht   followmq starKiard Army radio sets nounted  in the 
relay racks: 

1 PRC-2B FH set 
1 VRC-1Z FH set 
1 6HC-1M AM 55B data link set 
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13.2.4    Power 

Power for ^11 equlpnHnl In the control station is prowiced by a genera- 
tor mounted on the truck carryir.g :bf Uimh platfom anJ cable manage- 
■Vnt  ly^tcm. i 

13,3    Operational ProreaLres I 

On arrival at  Vc deploy^en*  site, the three  trucks will  be parked 
approximately HO fcrt apart with the rear, or wir.aciw side, of the con- 
trol itdtion r^-jitioned LO '.tiat the air vehicle lautcli cr.p.troller Va1; a 
clear view of ttv? launch/retrieve pljtfonn through the ^inlow. 

ripctric cables ami coaxial data linif. cables aro run between thr- launch/ 
retrle.e pla'form and the control station, ar.d a  '-jel  Hrp frOT ih* fu*:! 
truck  ii conntctcJ to the pumping sysiem ad^-atpn;  to  the wincn.    Thp 
generator set is started and the rotnr bladci 4^ frt>t{i of th^ir tic- 
down braces which are thfn ito^cd on the biic PJ1lot ^mJcr the launch 
platfora.     from here on all  openitions are performed frorr. the control 
stdtton. 

The air vehicle operator, at his conio'.e, starts  the winch rotor and 
seti the clutch current at a high v^luo to assure t'lat It1? Mr vehicle 
cannot lift off.    The fuel  purrping syiten is turned on, and *he air 
vehicle engine is started.    After a trief period of ground  running to 
insure all CQuipment is opcratine properly, the iii*" wnhiclo operator 
launches tlve aircraft by releasing the wincn brake and reducing the 
cable tension.    As the aircraft cliros, the operator ray adjust the 
cable tension to establish a desired rate of climb. 

As the aerial vehicle approaches tie required alti'.ude. the controlU'r 
slowly increases the tether cable tension ta slow the rate cf ascent. 
When the cable length intlicdtar shows the required catle lerqth,  the | 
winch drym is locked and the winch msto-- shut dOM*.    The aerjal  vehicle 
will uintain itself on station with no further iction required froi^ 
the controller. 

To retrieve the aerial vehiclef t?ie winch mtitar is started,  the clutch 
current adjusted, and the winch h'-ake ■■elfuipd.    The cvihle tension is 
then increased until  the proper cable rewini rate is obtained.    As the 
air vehicle cores into viev of the operator, he retfuces its speed of 
descent ty adjusting t^c cable tensicn to provide a firm larding on the 
launch/retrieve platfom.    Tre cable tension is increased to a prede- 
termined hoH-dovn val-je and :he wirrh [irake i\ ei^aqed. The operator 
then shuts down the air vehicle engine,  f-e fuel cjnioi^n staticr, and the 
winch motor.    If a new IccatioT is desired, the rote- h\i<if supports ', 
are installed and the cables between the vehicles are disconnected and 
Storcii for transport, 
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A general VICK of the systf.fn in operation is depicted in figure 55, 

13.4 Hardened System 

The selected synchropt 
can be carried in anil 
Conrdnd Post. The rea 
nodi fled for the winch 
have to t>c reioved for 
the genetdl arronqeTen 
ground ptwer iystem, a 
be carried in an M5^8 
could l* installed in 

er air vehicle and its cable management system 
deployed from tfto basic vehicle used for the H577 
r ard the top of the vehicle would have to be 
and rotor shafts, and the rotor blades would 
full protection In transport. Figure. 56 shows 

t within the H577. The fuel pumping system, 
nd fuel for 20 hours of operation could easily 
Car<;o Carrier. The ground control equipment 
an HS77 Coirmand Post. 

The aerial platfom can also be hardened against small, arms fire or 
small shell fraivnents at sone expense In weight, power and sire. Table 
XJUV shows the weight increase for various degrees of protection. The 
armored areas are shown in Figure 57. The basic weights ore for 
aluminwn skin. Protection from 7 CZ rm projectiles was based on dual 
hardness armor plate at 7.6 lb/ft2 and protection from 14.5 m projec- 
tiles was based on armor plate at 24 lb/ft2. The component weights 
showi in Table JOUV are for armor plate only and do not include any 
allowance for growth in air vehicle sire. 

The impact of armor plate additions on the aerial platform con be 
assessed frcr data generated under Task Z. Table XXXI shows a growth 
in vehicle weight of 176 pounds and a growth in power of 20 hp for s pay- 
load increase of 100 pounds. 
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Figure 55.    Uraiunned, Tethered, Rotary-UIng Platfonn tn Operation. 
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Figure SS. Air Vehicle and Winch Installed In 
H577 Cormand Post Carrier. 
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Figure 57. Armor Protection Options for Air Vehicle. 



TABLE UW.    HEIGHT OF AIR VEHICLE W10R PLATE 

Protecteij Area 
Basic 

Weight   7.62 MH 
(lb)   Protection 

14.5 MM 
Protection 

A. Base PUte 16.96 357.9 

B. Fuselage 29.54 593.2 

C. Gear Box & Shafts 5.51 116.4 

0. Gear Eox B*se 3.97 B3.9 

E. Engine Shield                 - 32.7 

1.130.4 

1.673.2 

367.7 

264.9 

103.2 



SECTION 14 

CONCIUSIWS 

The work <lone rfiirinq itiis study toqether with the wsrfc dons on past 
proqrdm^ leads to the cortclusion that an unmdnncri,  tethered, rotary- 
wing plistform is  feasible.    Several alternatives exist for implementing 
• lonq endurance tethered elevated platform. 

The most attractive concepts are: 

(1)    Vurboshaft driven synchropter with fuel pumped fro^ the 
ground. 

12)    Electric motor-driven synchropter with electric power 
generated on the ground. 

(3)    A rotor driven by tip nozzles with air provided by an air- 
— borne compressor driven by a turboshaft engine utilizing 

fuel pmped fro- the ground. 

Each of these concepts can meet the specified design and perfemance 
requirements, can be Implemented with existing components or designs 
that are within the present state of the art, and will yield a system 
that can be deployed and operated in the field without highly skilled 
personnel or co^olot special support pquipcient. 

The turboshaft powered synchropter is the best overall approach,    A 
long-life, low-cost, low--d1ntenance platfom can be readily prodjeed 
with existing technologies and can be P'^i^red with available turboshaft 
engines.    The synchropter will  be small and have a  low weight, and its 
low fuel consumption will maVe the system readily transportable ard 
supportable in the forward areas.    The synohropter, with cyclic pitch 
controls, will  provide a stable platform for mission sensors and can be 
operated, without attention from the ground, by a simple autowtic 
flight control systeT. 
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5 

aF 

b 

BL 

Cc 

6 

DL 

DF 

n 

im 

f 

H 

k 

h 
L 

Mc 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

total blade area, ft^ 

fuselage angle of attack 

rotor *nglc of attach 

lumber of bltdos 

height of hub above eg, ft 

blade 1oadin<), 1b/ft2 

Climb pmrer factor 

pressure ratio 

disc loading, Ib/ft^ 

fuselage drag force, lb 

nozzle efficiency 

mechanica'i     "ficiency 

propulsivt  .ific^ency 

cquWalent fuselage drag area, ft^ 

(S«ntrcpic enthdlpy drop in n072l« 

horsepower required by accessories 

rotor side force, lb 

rotor stiffness factor 

confi^ur^tton power loss factor 

fuselage blockage factor 

rotor lift,  lb 

moment cue to cable load, ft-lb 

rotor hi,b roinenl.  ft-lb 
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KRHP main rotor horsepower 

P total power required wi station 

4*] angle of tether cable at the ground 

$2 angle of teth«r cable at ttte air vehicle 

0 rotor shaft torQue, ft-lb 

R rated power of engine, hp 

R/C rate of cllnb, ft/min 

SHP shaft horsepower 

o solidity 

o reference solidity o 
sfc specific fuel consumption, Ib/hr/hp 

T density ratio 

T rotor thrust, lb 

TQ^ horizontal component of c«ble tension at air vehicle, lb 

T^ cable tension at the ground, lb 

T^ cable tension at the air vehicle, lb 

9 tenperature ratio 

S pitch attitude 

M gross weight of air vehicle, lb 

tlft tip speed of rotor, ft/sec 
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